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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
1. BIOLOGY. 
The nervous system of animals contains certain specialized 
cells, called nerve cells or neurones, that are responsible for 
the transmission of information within the animal's body. Those 
cells consist of an enlarged part containing the nucleus, and 
cytoplasmatic processes extending from if (Fig. I. 1). The 
processes are classified by hystological and physiological 
criteria as axons or dendrites. Neurones of vertebrates 
usually have only one axon, and it rarely branches except at 
its termination. 
0 
Fig. I. 1 A "typical" neurone . The axon 
is the 
process extending to the right. 
a 
It has been known since the beginning of this century 
that the activity of neurones (and muscle fibres as well) 
is always accompanied by electrical changes. In 1952 Hodgkin, 
Huxley and Katz published a series of articles in which they used 
a new experimental technique of studying the electric 
activity of nerve cells, called G Urre)t clamp. Using this 
technique they established a mechanism for the electrical 
activity of giant neurones of the squid [/4 ] [16"] [161 [1Y: 1 
[18 ] [I3]. 
It is generally accepted that the same mechanism 
describes (qualitatively) the behaviour of nerve cells in 
other animals, and this has been extensively confirmed by 
experiments. 
The physico-chemical model can be summarized as follows: 
(1.1) The neurone is surrounded by a thin membrane which 
is selectively permeable to ions present in the physiological 
environment. 
(1.2) The cell uses energy to keep the concentration of 
some of these ions, like Na+, K+, Cl-, away from thermo- 
dynamical equilibrium, giving rise to a difference of 
electric potential across the membrane of the order of 
-70 mV, the inside of the cell being electronegative 
with respect to the outside. At this steady state the 
cell concentrates K in its interior and pumps out Na+. 
3 
(1.3) The activity of other nerve cells and other 
external factors, can induce fluctuations on the membrane 
potential. Depolarization of the membrane over a certain 
threshold value induces a quick increase of its permeability 
to Na+, leading to further depolarization. After reaching a 
definite value the conductance of sodium decreases slowly. 
(1.4) Depolarization also starts a slow increase in 
permeability to K+ that moves out of the neurone, bringing 
the membrane potential back to rest. 
(1.5) The depolarization flows as a capacitance current 
to nearby parts of the membrane, starting the same process 
at another point. This causes the depolarization wave to 
travel along the axon. 
(1.6) These events take place uniformly around the 
circumference of the axon. 
The series of events is called the nerve impulse. A 
quantitative version of this model was formulated in El ? ], 
and is known as the Hodgkin and Huxley equations. It 
consists of a reaction diffusion equation for the electrical 
potential V, coupled with three temperature dependent equations 
for ionic conductances. 
Numerical solutions of the Hodgkin and Huxley equations 
fit the experimental results remarkably well. The main 
objection they find among biologists is due to the fact 
that there is no physiological interpretation for the ionic 
conductances m, n and h, and the equations they satisfy. 
i 
Although some general form of explanation is suggested 
in [IF], direct experimental measurement of these 
variables is not possible. The only observable variable is 
V. For a discussion of this point see, for instance >1/01 
Chapter 2, and bibliography quoted there. 
In a current clamp experiment V is made uniform over a 
length of axon. The response to suprathreshold stimulation 
is a stationary pulse. As the-spatial dependence of V is 
eliminated the experiments are discribed by a system of 
autonomous differential equations, depending on the 
parameter I (stimulus intensity), and called the clamped 
Hodgkin and Huxley equations (see Section IV. O). From now 
on we shall omit the word clamped, and call them Hodgkin 
and Huxley equations or nerve impulse equations. 
Under some circumstances, current clamped squid axoms 
respond to maintained stimulation with a train of voltage 
pulses that lasts until stimulation is withdrawn. This 
response, called repetitive firing was observed in other 
types of excitable cells. An example of particular 
importance is the activity of heart pace-makers. 
Again in this case the Hodgkin and Huxley equations 
are in qualitative agreement with experiments - it can be 
shown [ 13], that they have periodic solutions for certain 
values of the parameter I. The periodic solutions have 
been studied numerically by Rinzel and Miller [ 25], whose 
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results are compared to experimental data in [11 ]. They 
appear as a pair of I-parametrized families of periodic 
solutions bifurcating off the steady state solution. We 
are concerned here with the topology of these solution 
branches, and their temperature dependence. We provide a 
topological explanation for Rinzel and Miller's numerical 
results by finding a hidden organizing centre for the 
recurring behaviour of the equations. We also obtain 
evidence of the existence of periodic solution branches 
not previously described in the literature. 
The topology of periodic solutiontranches of the 
nerve impulse equations is highly sensitive to changes in the 
coefficients present in the equations, like the average ion 
permeabilities gNa, gk (see IV. O). These numbers are 
obtained from experimental data, and therefore are necessarily 
likely to vary from cell to cell. As is the case for any 
set of phenomenological equations, the analysis of the 
sensitivity of the Hodgkin and Huxley equations to changes 
in the coefficients is relevant for an adequate comparison 
of theoretical prediction and experiment. This is critical 
in the case of nerve impulse, since the equations are expected 
to hold, with minor adaptation, for neurones of animals other 
than the squid, as well as for different types of excitable 
tissue. A suitable mathematical instrument for the analysis 
of perturbations of the nerve impulse equations is provided 
by singularity theory. 
s 
2. MATHEMATICS 
A CK version of the Hopf bifurcation theorem [20], (13] 
(IV. 5) can be used to show that the Hodgkin and Huxley equations 
have periodic solutions for values of the control parameter I, 
and temperature T in some suitable intervals [12] [25]. For 
any temperature in that range, there exist two branches, of 
periodic solutions that bifurcate from the equilibrium as I is 
varied. 
Although the hypotheses in the Hopf theorem are generic 
[24], i. e. invariant under small perturbations and true for 
most choices of maps, when the differential equations depend 
on extra parameters, like the temperature in the nerve impulse 
equations, it is possible for some of these hypotheses to fail 
in a stable way. This is the case for the Hodgkin and Huxley 
equations. The present work aims at obtaining a qualitative 
description of those I-parametrized families of periodic solutions, 
when the equations are subject to small perturbations and 
imperfections. 
The keyword in the last paragraph is qualitative. We 
take it to have the usual singularity theory interpretation of 
"invariant under appropriate changes of coordinates", in this 
case, changes of coordinares that preserve the topology of the 
I-parametrized periodic solution branches. This can be achieved 
by first restricting the problem to a Hilbert space of periodic 
functions, and then changing variables on each I-fibre, so that 
the changes of variables depend smoothly on I. 
The algebraic machinery of singularity theory can be 
used to describe in finite dimensional terms an arbitrary 
perturbation of a 1-parameter family of equations. In the 
case of parametrized families of germs, under changes of 
variables that preserve a distinguished parameter, the 
singularity theory results have been developed in [8], [9], 
and in a more general setting, in [5]. The results can be 
applied to the case of germs of differential equations that 
satisfy some (but not necessarily all) of the hypotheses 
in the Hopf theorem [6]. In most cases, it allows us to 
determine the maximum number of parameters needed to describe 
all possible perturbations of a given problem, as well as the 
way in which the parameters should be inserted into the 
equations. In this way we can obtain a list of all possible 
inequivalent problems that may arise through perturbation of 
the original equations. This list can be determined if we 
know the numerical value of a finite number of derivatives of 
the right hand side of a differential equation. 
The complexity of the nerve impulse equations (see IV. O! ) 
rules out the possibility of obtaining the above mentioned 
t The germ of a map f is the class of all maps that coincide 
with f in a neighbourhood of the origin. 
I 
information on its derivatives by direct calculation. For 
classification purposes, however, it is not necessary to 
compute their actual value. In all cases the equivalence 
classes are characterized by a set of derivatives that 
equal zero, and also by the sign of some of the non-zero 
derivatives. This information can be obtained numerically, 
with the zeros appearing as points where the derivative' changes 
sign as some parameter in the equations is varied. We use 
FORTRAN programs to obtain estimates of those derivatives 
that are relevant for the classification. 
3. ORGANIZATION 
The results of [5], [6], (7], (81, that form the 
mathematical framework of generalized Hopf bifurcation germs, 
are stated without proof in Chapter Ii. We discuss the way 
the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction and singularity theory techniques 
can be used to obtain a classification of perturbations of local 
Hopf bifurcation problems that fail to satisfy some of the 
hypotheses in the classical Hopf theorem [20]. Chapter III 
contains a complete characterization of these problems under 
symmetry preserving equivalence, and up to codimension three. 
This taxonomy of low codimension germs includes, for each 
germ f, the defining conditions for f, the normal form of its 
universal unfolding, as well as a description of the critical 
set of unfolding parameters that correspond to the structurally 
unstable germs in the unfolding of f. We draw the critical set 
9 
near the origin, and bifurcation diagrams for an open dense 
subset of the set of all perturbations of f. 
The defining conditions for equivalence to a given germ 
are computable, and in Appendix 1 we state the formulae, 
adapted from [6], that relate them to the derivatives of the 
original problem. 
The mathematical machinery developed in Chapters II and 
III is applied to the nerve impulse in Chapter IV. We use 
FORTRAN programs (Appendix-1) to evaluate the formulae of 
Appendix 2, and find an organizing centre for the recurrent 
behaviour of the Hodgkin and Huxley equations. The effects 
of temperature are discussed and the equations are perturbed 
by varying the weight of sodium conductance. As a result, 
the perturbed Hodgkin and Huxley equations are shown to satisfy 
the defining conditions for equivalence to a member of a one- 
parameter family of generalized Hopf bifurcation germs. We 
have found a hidden organizing centre for the nerve impulse 
equations. 
The concept of an organizing centre is discussed in 
Chapter V, where universal unfoldings are used to obtain 
diagrams for the bifurcation of periodic solutions of the 
perturbed Hodgkin and Huxley equations. Finally, we compare 
the results of Chapters IV and V to experiments and numerical 
tracings of periodic solutions by other authors. 
All the results in this thesis are original, except 
where otherwise explicitly stated. 
10 
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CHAPTER II : GENERALIZED HOPF BIFURCATION GERMS 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we look at germs of vector fields, 
satisfying some of the hypotheses in the Hopf bifurcation 
theorem [201. 
A germ 
(0.1) F: IRn+1. (0, X0) - IZn, 0 
of a parametrized family of differential equations: 
(0.2) v= F(v, A) 
will be called a generalized Hopf bifurcation germ on1Rn 
when 
(0.3) F(0, A) =0 
and dvF(0, X) has a pair of simple complex eigenvalues 
ß(a) ± i8(X) crossing the imaginary axis at A0, i. e. 
(0.4) a(A0) = 0,0(x0) = 60 ý 0. 
We also require the derivative dvF(O, x0) =A to have no 
other eigenvalues of the form ike0 for integer k (non- 
resonance condition). This is part of the hypotheses in the 
Hopf theorem. We denote by Hn the class of all eneröll? eä- 
Hopf bifurcation germs on ]tn, and when no ambiguity can arise 
we call such germs Hopf bifurcation germs. 
I2 
In this chapter we outline the way Golubitsky and 
Langford (6 ] use the implicit function theorem to reduce 
the problem of finding periodic orbits of 
v= iv, X) 
to the study of_the bifurcation of the zeros of a map 
r(F) : JR2 - ]R. The reduction is summarized in Table 11.2.13. 
We give the usualy singularity theory definitions in a 
symmetry preserving context: equivalence, unfolding, 
codimension, etc., for the germs r (F) : ]t2 + fit, and we discuss 
the way these definitions can be pulled back to the original 
problem. 
We are interested in periodic orbits of (0.2) with 
periods e02ý{T for small T, that may appear near 
the 
bifurcation point (O, X0). Rescaling time as 
(10.5) t' _ (1+T. )t 
we obtain orbits with period 7r in t'. 
00 
We can restrict our attention to the Banach spaces 
C27 and C0 0 of 
87r 
-periodic C1 and Co maps 
000 
u: IlZ -r ]R (or (, n) , with the inner product: 
0J 2o co . 6) =0 v* (t) u (t) dt 
0 
where v* is the (conjugate) transpose of v. 
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II. 1. THE LIAPUNOV-SCHMIDT REDUCTION 
A periodic solution of 
(ý. ý) (1+T) ätß = F(x, t') 
is a zero of the non-linear operator 
(1.2) F: C1 x 7R2 -> C2 
0 7T/e0 
Ecu; ý, Tý _ ýý+T) ät - F(u, x). 
Given c, d E cn, eigenve-ctorrof A= dvF(0,0) and A* 
respectively, and chosen so that cL c= 2(t), define: 
e(t) = ce 
i60t 
ye(t) = de 
i60t 
(1.3) 
(1.4) P: C0 - kernel (duF(0, A0,0)) = spann {Re , Imq} 
0 
P(u) = Re [<u, w>fl 
(t) This normalization does not determine c and d, but 
it is enough to guarantee that P and Q are projections. 
We leave the choice of c to Chapter IV. The consequences 
of having this degree of freedom on c and d are discussed 
in Appendix 1. 
lL 
(1.5) Q: C0 - Image [duF(O, Xo, O)] _ 
0 
= [spann {Re ip, Im ip}]1 
Q= Id -P 
<w, Im >= 0} _ (1.6) 4V = {w E C27r/80: <w, Re p> = 
= 4(C 
1 
2Tr/8o)' 
We notice that Cl 
0= 
span. {Re ý, Im ý} ®W 
and 
C0 
7T/8 0= 
spar {Req, Imc} 6 [spans {Re ip, Imw}jl. 
Therefore we can decompose vE C27T, 
(1.7) u=x Re +y Im 4+w, 
ti ti ti 
v=x Re +y Im, P + w, 
0 IuE 
C27T/s0 as 
wEW 
ti 
<Re ip, w> =0 
ti 
<Im ip, w> = 0. 
The derivative dw(QF) (0, x0,0) = duF(0, X0,0)/W is invertible, 
so the implicit function theorem guarantees the existence 
of a unique map w(x, y; X, T) defined near (0,0; X0,0) satisfying: 
(1.8) QF(x Re 0+y Im + w(x, y; A, T), X, T) =0 
and 
(1.9) w(0,0; X, T) = 0. 
15" 
This has reduced the problem of solving 
F(u, X, t) = Or 
an infinite-dimensional problem, to that of solving the 
finite dimensional equation: 
(1.10) f(x, Y, X, t) = jPF(x Re f+y Im f+ w(x, Yza), T), X, T) =0 
for x and y near 0, where j is the isomorphism-- 
(1.11) j: spart [Re , Imp } _, ]R2 
j (x Re c+y im c) = (x, y) . 
11.2 ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY 
If u(t) is any solution of ü= F(u, x) for some X, 
then vs(t) = u(t+s) is also a solution. Moreover if u is 
periodic, vs will also be periodic of the same period p, and 
(2.1) v (t) =u (t) Vt. 
Therefore, if 
_we 
define, for each aE IR the shift operator: 
Sa C21r/60 ,i=0,1 
(2.2) [Sau] (t) = u(t-a/00) 
we have: 
/6 
(2.3) F(u, X, T) =0b F(Sau, X, -r) = 0. 
It is easy to see that the operators Sc induce a 
representation of the group SO(2) of plane rotations on 
C2ý, e . Each Sa commutes with the projections 
P and Q, and 
0 
satisfies 
(2.4) <Sau, Sav> = <u, v> 
thus leaving invariant the subspaces spanned by {Re q, Im ý} 
and by {Re p, Im p}, as well as their orthogonal complements 
01 in C21r/e0 and C271/e0. 
The action of Sa on spans {Re ý, Im ý}induces the 
standard representation of SO(2) on JR . The map w 
defined 2 
in (1.8) commutes with the rotations Sa, as can be seen using 
a uniqueness argument. Therefore, for each X and T, we have: 
(2.5) f (Sa (x, y) ; X, t) = Saf (x, y; a. T) . 
Golubitsky and Schaeffer [7 ] use a result of Schwarz [97] 
to show that f can be written as: 
(2.6) f(x, Y, X, T) _ (Y)p(x2+y2; X, z)+( X)q(x2+y2; 
a, T), 
and also that any periodic solution of (1.1) near the origin 
has the form: 
(2.7) Sa(x(X, r) Re q+ w(x(X, T), O; XºT)l 
where x(X, T) is a solution of 
-f ;L 
(2.8) f(x(A, T), O; X, T) = 0, 
x(X, r) > 0, 
or, in coordinates: 
(2.9) x p(x2; X, T) =0 Cx 
4(x2 ;a T) =0 
The derivatives of the functions p and q with respect 
to t can be computed from the definitions to be: 
(0; 0,0) _ -1 (2.10) (0; 0,0) =0 at 
A second application of the implicit function theorem 
yields a unique solution T(x21X) to the equation 
(2.11) q(x2; X, T(x2, X)) = 0. 
Writing a(x2, X) = p(x2; X, T(x2, X)), the problem is now 
reduced to solving: 
def 
(2.12) [r(F)l (x, X) -x a(x2, X) = 0. 
A summary of the reduction process is given in Table 
II. 2.13. 
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11.3 Z2-EQUIVARIANT GERMS 
The reduced germ r(F) constructed in Sections 1 and 2 
is an odd function in x- this is what remains of the SO(2) 
symmetry. We reproduce here definitions and results from 
[T], [8] and [5] on the ring 
E2 
of germs of odd 
functions: 
(3.1) G]t2,0 > IR, 0 
G(x, A) = xa(x2, X) 
also called Z2-equivariant germs. Those are standard 
results from singularity theory, adapted to the situation 
when there is one distinguished parameter A[], and z2 
symmetry [Jr ] and [7]. The basic idea is to show that a 
large class of germs in EZ2 can be represented as polynomials 
in x and X, and that all perturbations of germs in this class 
are represented by the universal unfolding, also a polynomial. 
In this context, represented means equivalent, under the 
following relation: 
(3.2) Definition Two X2 equivariant germs G and F are 
Z2-equivalent (denoted F ti z G) if and only 
if, for 
2 
24 OU 
representatives G and F of G and F respectively we have 
f%i 
(3.2.1) F(x, X) = T(x2, X) G((x2, X)x, A(X)X) 
where T(0,0) ý 0, X(0,0) >0 and A(0) >0 
with T, X and A CW maps. 
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In what follows we shall often identify a germ and 
its representatives 
ti (3.3) Definition 
_A n-parameter 
Z2 unfolding of GE EZ2 
is the germ of a function F(x, X, a) satisfying: 
(3.3.1) F(x, X, O) = G(x, A) 
where G is a representative of G, and for each aE fin' 
(3.3.2) Fa(x, X) = F(x, X, a) E Fß'2. 
(3.4) Definition Given F and H two Z2 unfoldings of 
GE EZ2 with m and n parameters respectively, F is induced 
from H if and only if there is a smooth map A: Mm ; , tn such 
that, for each aE IlRm fixed, near the origin, we have: 
(3.4.1) Fa(x, a) ti HA(a)(x, X). 
2 
(3.5) Definition An n-parameter Z2 unfolding F of GE EZ2 
is versal if and only if 
from F. It is universal 
n is the smallest number 
unfolding of G exists. 
In order to obtain a 
we remark, first, that t; 
class 
every Z2 unfolding of G is induced 
if and only if it is versal, and 
of parameters for which a versal 
universal 22 unfolding of a germ G 
ie tangent space TG to the equivalence 
, )I 
110 
(3.6.1) 0ý _ {G E EZ2 
G 
ti 
2 
G} 
is given by: 
e\d 
(3.6.2) TG = TG + {A(a)" 3G} 
where 
F\. # TG = {dxG(X(x, X)) + T(x, X)G} 
with A, X and T as in Definition (3.2). 
(3.7) Definition The Z2 codimension of a germ GE EZ2 
is the dimension of EZ2/TG as a vector space over IR. 
(3.7.1) Remark Golubitsky and Schaffer L](81 define 
a finite codimension germ as a germ G such that EZ2/ýG is 
finitely generated over ]R, and define codimension for germs 
in this class, only. This distinction is made in order to 
prove Theorems (3.8) and (3.10). In a recent paper by 
Damon (6], however, both results are obtained without 
the extra assumption on G. 
(3.8) Theorem (7] If GE EZ2 has finite codimension 
and F(x, X, a) is an n-parameter unfolding of G, then F is 
a universal unfolding of G if and only if 
(3.8.1) TG 0 span {a 
äi (x, XºO) } EZ i=1 ,..., n 
2. 
In this case n= codimension of G. 
aý 
(3.9) Definition A germ GE Eat is k-determined if 
every germ whose Taylor expansion at the origin of order k 
coincides with the Taylor expansion of order k of G is Z2 
equivalent to G. It is finitely determined if it is 
k-determined for some k. 
Clearly every finitely determined germ can be represented 
as a polynomial. What we need now is a characterization 
of finitely determined germs. 
(3.10) Theorem If GE EZ2 has finite codimension then G 
is finitely determined. In particular both G and its 
universal unfolding Fa are Z2-equivalent to polynomials in 
x and X, and x, A and a respectively. 
(3.11) Theorem (6] If GE EZ2 has 52-codimension < 3, 
then G is Z. 2-equivalent to one of the germs H 
listed in 
Table II. 3.12 below: 
a3 
Table 11.3.12. Classification of Z2 equivariant germs. 
Here c, d and 0= ±1 and Vc EZ2 is such that span. V+ TG = 
E2. 
Numbers in brackets (right) refer to the description in 
Chapter III. 
H cod HV No. in 
Ch. III 
ex 0 (1.0) 
ex3 + 6xx 0 (1.1) 
Ex3 + 6X2x 1 x (1.2) 
ex5 + Sax 1 x3 (1.3) 
ex3 + 6X3 x 2 ax, x (1.4) 
Ex7 + SXx 2 x3, x5 (1.5) 
Ex3 + 6a4x 3 x, ax, a2x (1.6) 
Ex9 + Sax 3 x3, x5, x7 (1.7) 
ex5 + 2bXx3 + 6a2x, b2 ES, b 0 3* x, x3, XX3 (2.1) 
CX5 + 6X2x 3 x, x3, XX3 (2.4) 
4x7 + £(x5+ X2x) + 26Xx3 3 x, x3, XX3 (2.6) 
cx5 + 26Xx3 + eX3x 3 x, Ax, X2x (2.7) 
£x7 + Sax3 + ex2x 3 x, x3, x5 (2.8) 
ýq 
(3.13) The hierarchy of 12 equivariant germs of codimension 
<3 is better illustrated by diagram 11.3.14, where the germs 
appear arranged in codimension strata. The arrow F-G 
indicates that F is Z2 equivalent to a germ in the unfolding 
of G. Numbers in brackets refer to the pictures and more 
detailed description in Chapter III. 
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II. 4. STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
(4.1) Definition A germ GE EZ2 is structurally stable 
when its Z2 codimension is zero or, equivalently, when, 
for any n-parameter unfolding F(x, X, a) of G there is a 
neighbourhood U of 0 in IlRn such that Fa(x, X) ti G(x, X) 
2 
for all aEU. 
There are only three examples of structurally stable 
Z2 -equivariant germs, viz. cases (1.0) and (1.1) of Table 
11.3. When seen as reduced Hopf bifurcation germs, cases 
(1.1) represent the situation in the classical Hopf bifurcation 
theorem. ® In case (1.0) no bifurcation takes place. 
(4.2) Definition A bifurcation diagram for a map 
ti 
GOR - ]R is the set 
ti (4.2.1) {(x, X): G(x, X) = 0}. 
We shall also call the set (4.2.1) a bifurcation diagram 
1 
for the germ of G. 
L, ý t 
® The hypotheses Hopf theorem are stable in a broader 
sense. See [ 2y ]. 
ýt 
(4.3) Example: All bifurcation diagrams for the 
structurally stable germs in EZ2 look like: 
C6 =1 . (1.1) eS = -1 
where the ordinate is x and the abscissa is X. 
In order to study the bifurcation diagrams for 
unstable germs and their unfoldings, we shall shift our 
attention from germs to their representatives. The first 
step is to extend the definittn of z2-equivalence to the 
new class: 
(4.4) Definition. Let vc 3t2 be a neighbourhood of 0. 
Two Z2-equivariant maps g and h: U -o-In (i. e. two maps 
satisfying (3.1) for all (x, X) E U) are Z2 equivalent on 
U (denoted f', 7z2 g) when they satisfy (3.2.1) for all u 
E U. (x, X) 
(4.5) Definition. If F(x, A, a) is an n-parameter unfolding 
of Ge EZ2, Uc 3R 
2, 
Vc 1R n are neighbourhood of zero, 
f: U xV -+ ]R is a representative of F, and U' c U. we say 
that aeV is (f, U')-stable when fa Ü, 22 fß for all ß near 
a. Otherwise a is said to be (f, U') unstable. The 
bifurcation diagram fa is U'-stable when a is (f, U')-stable. 
-A $ 
The problem of describing all the different U-stable 
bifurcation diagrams for a representative of an unfolding 
of a Z2-equivariant germ is simplified by the following 
result: 
(4.6) Theorem (9] 
Let F be an n parameter unfolding of GE E"-602, and 
f(x, A, a) =x A(x2, a, a)ý A: U xV -IR a representative of F, 
where Uc R2, Vc Rn are neighbourhoods of the origin. 
Then there exist neighbourhoods S, L and V' of the 
origin in R, R and Rn respectively such that a is (f, S x L)- 
stable for all ae V' - E, where E is the union of the 6 
critical sets below: 
H0 = {a: 3X : A(0, A, a) = Au(0, a, a) = 0} 
B0 = {a: 3A : A(0, X, a) = AX(0, X, a) = 0} 
DL0 = fa: 3 A, 3u>O: Au(0, X, a)=A(u, A, a) = Au(u, X, a) = 0} 
Hl = {a: 3 A, 3U>0: A(u, a, a) = Au(u, A, a) = Auu(u, a, a) = 01 
B1 = {a: 3 A, 3U>0: A(u, X, a) = Au(u, a, a) = Ax(u, A, a) = 01 
DL1 = {a: 3 A, 3w>u>0: A(u, A, a) = A(w, X, a) = Au(u, A, a) = 
= Au(w, X, a) = 01. 
2 aA aA 
_a2A Here u=x, Au = au, AX = aý and Auu au2 
- 
a9 
The proofs of (4.6) and (4.7) follow closely those 
of the analogous results in [8 ], where germs of maps 
g in+l 3R n are studied without the assumption of Z2- 
equivariance. The introduction of symmetry only modifies 
the stability conditions at x=0. 
The sets B0 u B1, HO u H1 and DLO u DL1 are called, 
respectively, bifurcation, hysteresis and double Zimit 
sets. Their union, E, is sometimes called the critical 
set. 
(4.7) Corollary. Let fa: U xV -IR, S, L and V' be as 
in Theorem (4.6). If a and ß are in the same connected 
component of V' -E then fa is z2-equivalent to fß on 
SxT. 
Typical bifurcation diagrams for fa when a is 
(f, U)-unstable are shown in Fig. 11.4.8. Those for stable 
maps, however, are subject to less variation. Indeed, for 
any representative f :U+I of an unfolding of a Z2- 
equivariant germ, we can write 
fa(x, X) =x aa(x2, x) , 
and if a is (f, U)-stable there are four possibilities for 
a solution (u0, X0) of fa = 0, where u= x2: 
JU 
ýi 
ßo 
41, 
3L 
ýP4 
p10 
unstable diagrams 
. ý_. 
J 
ýý 
-r. _ý,.. -..... 
. _ý.. _- 
"""r". ý 
perturbed (stable) diagrams 
C 
0 
fT 
C 
__ý. _ 
ý_ 
, ý. r. "ý 
Fig. 11.4.8 Bifurcation diagrams for fa, when a is in 
a critical set (II. 4.6). Ordinate = x, 
abcissa = A. 
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(4.9.1) u0 = x0 = 0, aa(0, A0) If 0. In some suitable 
neighbourhood of (x0, A0) the only solution of 
f (x, A) =0 is x=0. Locally the bifurcation 
diagram looks like (1.0) (see (4.3)). 
(4.9.2) u0 = x0 = 0, aa(0, A0) = 0. Because a is 
(f, U)-stable we have 
as as 
au (0'x0) yi 0 and a, (0, X0) qz C. 
The implicit function theorem guarantees the existence 
of a unique solution u(X) for a(u(X), X) =0 in some 
neighbourhood of (O, A0), with u(A0) = 0. Moreover, 
u'(0) ' 0, and thus the solution u(? ) is positive 
for A in some interval (A0, a0 + c) or (A0-e, X0), 
with c>0 small, and x(X) = ±/u(X) are two well 
defined solutions of f=0 in one of the intervals a 
mentioned above, with a common vertical tangent at 
A= a0. In this case the point (O, AO) is called a 
stable branching point. Around (0, A0) the bifurcation 
diagram for fa looks like one of cases (1.1) (see 
(4.3)). 
3a 
(4.9.3) u0 = x0 ý 0, aa(u0, A0) =0 and aü 
(u0, X0) 29 0. 
3a 
Again, there exists locally a unique solution u(X) 
for aa(u(a), J1) = 0, with u(X0) = x0. Since 
2 
x0 > 0, u(X) remains positive in some interval 
(A0 c, A0+E)' where the solutions x(A) ) are 
well defined. 
2 Daa 
(4.9.4) u0 = x0 -i 0, aa(u0, a0) =0= au 
(u0, a0)il 
as 
and since a is (f, U) -stable, both aX (u0'X0) 
7U 
92a 
and 2 (u0, X0) jg 0. The unique solution is A(x2) 
Du 
with 7(x2) = A0 and A'(u0) = 0. We call (x0,70) a 
stable fold point. Bifurcation diagrams near a 
stable fold point look like: 
s. A 
Thus we have established: 
(4.10) Proposition. Let f: U xVMyUc 3t2, Vc Ilan be a 
representative of the universal unfolding of a Z2 equivariant 
germ of codimension n. If aEV is (f, U)-stable, then the 
bifurcation diagram for fa is constituted by the following 
components: 
33 
(4.10.1) The line x ='0 
(4.10.2) A finite number (possibly zero) of solution 
curves for aa(x2, X) = 0, crossing the line x=0 at 
different stable branching points. 
(4.10.3) A finite number (possibly zero) of isolated 
solution curves for aa(x2, X) = 0, i. e. curves that 
do not intersect the x=0 line inside the domain of 
fa 
The curves mentioned in (4.10.2) and (4.10.3) may also 
have a finite number of stable fold points. For each value 
of A there is at most one stable branching point (0, A) or 
one pair of stable fold points (±x, 1), x 34 0. Thus the 
diagrams look like: 
- -. - 
a 
31 
Proposition (4.10) is a direct consequence of the 
observations (4.9). The finite number of CO. rVPS in (4.10.2) 
and (4.10.3) and of folds are a consequence of the 
representation of any finite-codimension germ as a poly- 
nomial. Finally, fold points and branching points cannot 
appear for the same value of A, in order to avoid the 
double limit set. 
(II) S. ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
Every reduction carries with it some loss of information. 
The one described in Sections 0 to 2 is no exception - all 
the dynamics of the non periodic orbits is ignored when the 
problem is restricted to the space C2ý10 of periodic 
0 
solutions. Nevertheless, if the reduced germ is stable, 
the classical Hopf bifurcation theorem may be used to give 
some insight into the behaviour of other orbits. In other 
words, 'the information we have lost is redundant. To see 
this we start, as usual, by introducing new terminology. 
(5.1) Notation. Let F:, n -']Rn be a Ck map, kZ4, and 
denote by rI(t, x), the solution of 
(5.1.1) ä= F(n) ,nt 
35 
Suppose x0 c Il2n is such that n (t, x0) is periodic in t 
(with period possibly zero), and denote by 0(xo) the image of 
n (t, x0) . 
(5.2) Definition. n(t, x0) (or 0(x0)) is asymptotically 
stable for F if and only if there is a neighbourhood 
U of 0(x0) such that if xeU then - 
(5.2.1) lim d(ri(t, x) , 0(x0)) =0 
t-º- 
where dis the distance from the point n(t, x) to the compact 
set 0(x0). It is asymptoticaZZy unstable for F when (5.2.1) 
holds as t+-*. 
(5.3) Definition. The basin of attraction of an asymptotically 
stable orbit 0(xo) is the set of points x for which (5.2.1) 
holds. 
We can now state a Ck version of the Hopf theorem. The 
form we use is a variant from the versions in [13 1 and [aI ]. 
(5.4) Theorem: Let F: U Il2n be a Ck map (k a 4) on Uc JRn+l 
a neighbourhood of (O, X0), satisfying the conditions in the 
definition of a generalized Hopf bifurcation germ (see Section 
0). Suppose f satisfies the non-degeneracy condition: 
36 
(5.4.1) 0r" (X0) 0 where 0'' is as defined in (0.4). jpý 
Then the equation 
(5.4.1.1) v= 
has a family of periodic solutions, unique in some neigh- 
bourhood IxS of (O, X0). In more precise terms, there 
exist open sets Sc JRn and Ic 3R, with 0ES and ao e I, 
and there exists eo >0 and a Ck+l function 
Ä: (O, e0) -> I 
such that a(0) _ Ao, and for all ee (O, c0) equations 
(5.4.1.1) have a nonzero periodic solution for A= X(e). 
There are no other periodic solutions of (5.4.1.1) in IxS, 
except for the constant solution x=0. 
(5.4.2) If in addition we suppose that the bifurcation 
point (O, A0) is asymptotically stable, and that the function 
;k (e) is an embe_o 
then the points (O, X(e)) are not stable, and each periodic 
orbit is asymptotically stable. 
3ý 
(5.4.3) If n=2 and (5.4.2) holds, then the basin of 
attraction of each periodic solution is S- {0} 
Without loss of generality we may suppose X(E) a ao for 
all cc (O, c0). In this case the steady state (0, X) is 
asymptotically unstable for A> A0, and asymptotically 
stable for As A0, with basin of attraction S. 
I 
(5.4.4) When n>2, (5.4.2) holds, and all eigenvalues 
of dvF(0, X0) have strictly negative real parts, except 
for the pair in the hypothesis, the basin of attraction 
of each. periodic solution is S- MX (see figure on next 
page where MX is a n-2 dimensional submanifold of 
Rn (the stable manifold for F, [ öta]) . The manifold 
MX 
is tangent at (0, A) to the eigenspace corresponding to 
the eigenvalues of duF(O, X) that are not in the curve 
OM ± iA (a) . Solutions of (5.4.1.1) starting on MX 
remain on M1% for all t, (i. e. MX is invariant) and 
approach (0, X) as t -} -. 
Z) r 
Remark. (5.4.3) and (5.4.4) do 
not usually appear in the state- 
ment of the Hopf theorem. The 
first is a direct consequence 
of the Poincare Bendixson 
theorem, the second can be 
seen using the results of 
Chafes [! ] and the unicity 
of solutions. A more detailed 
discussion can be found in 
13 1. 
IA 
" -r 
It can be shown [6 ] that hypothesis (5.4.1) is 
satisfied by all generalized Hopf bifurcation germs that 
are Z2 equivalent, after reduction to (III-1-1) (see 
Table 11.3.12 ), since, for a reduced germ r(F) (x, X) = xa(x2, X) 
we have 
8'(X )- 3a (O, X0) = aX. 
If in addition we have 
u 
(0, X )$0 for u= x2, 
then the function X(c) of Theorem (5.4) is invertible. 
39 
Assuming that (O, A0) is asymptotically stable and if n>2 
that all other eigenvalues of dvF(O, ao) have negative real 
parts, and if (O, Xo) is a stable branching point (4.9.2) 
of r(F), then F satisfies conditions (5.4.3) or (5.4.4). 
In this case all the conclusions of (5.4) are true for F. 
The assumptions above on the eigenvalues of dvF(O, ao) 
are quite mild -a necessary condition for the asymptotic 
stability of (O, X0) is that all the eigenvalues of 
dvF(O, X0)have real parts that are s 0. It is also clear 
that the neighbourhood to which (5.4) can be applied cannot 
contain any fold points or isolated periodic orbits. In 
order to extend the asymptotic stability assignments to 
any stable bifurcation diagram we use the Centre Manifold 
theorem [R 2. ], that guarantees the existence of a 
X-parametrized family of asymptotically stable 2-dimensional 
manifolds BA. The centre manifolds BA are F-invariant 
and therefore contain all the periodic solutions of 
v= F(v, A) that intersect the basin of attraction of B. 
For the remainder of this chapter we shall suppose the system 
reduced to the Centre Manifold, and therefore FE H2. For 
proofs and discussion of the Centre Manifold Theorem in a 
Hopf bifurcation context see [13 ] [a. 9]" 
4o 
The reduction to two dimensions is not sufficient in 
itself to extend the stability assignments to bifurcation 
diagrams containing isolated solution branches and folds, 
because we cannot rule out the existence, away from (O, ao), 
of periodic solutions of (5.4.1.1) having a period bounded 
away from 2n/9o. Such periodic orbits would not appear as 
zeros of the reduced germ r(F). In Fig. 11.5.5 we indicate 
the way in which the presence of an undetected solution 
branch (dotted line) may affect the stability assignments 
in a bifurcation diagram. The direction of the flow is 
indicated by the vertical arrows. 
On stable diagrams occurring in the unfolding of a 
finite codimension Z2-equivariant germ, isolated solution 
branches and folds are created when unfolding parameters 
cross the critical sets B1 and H0 U H1 respectively. For 
folds a continuity argument shows that we can indeed extend 
the conclusions about the asymptotic stability of solutions 
by deforming the diagram into one without folds, as in 
Fig. II. 5.6a. 
4l 
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Fig. II. 5.6 Asymptotic stability assignments 
across the critical set. 
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IQ. 
Crossing B1 has either the effect of splitting an 
existing solution branch into two, as is illustrated in 
Fig. II. 5.6b, or that of creating an altogether new solution 
branch (Fig. II. 5.6c). The two types of behaviour correspond 
to points a in the unfolding where the surface 
{(u, A, A(u, l, a)), u> 0} c]R3 has positive (Fig. II. 5.6c) 
or negative (Fig. II. 5.6b) Gaussian curvature. This 
divides B1 into two clearly defined sectors, Bi and B1 
where the ± sign corresponds to that of the Gaussian 
curvature. 
When a diagram is moved across B1 asymptotic stability 
of orbits can be decided with continuity arguments as 
illustrated in Fig. II. 5.6b, whereas for solution branches 
appearing at a Bi crossing it is not possible to decide the 
direction of flow everywhere (Fig. II. 5.6c). However, if 
Bi has no self intersections it is possible to decide the 
stability of all solution branches, because any region 
(i. e. component of 3Rn - E) can be reached without passing 
through B. This is found to be the case (by inspection of 
the geometry of the critical sets) for all Z2 equivariant 
germs of codimension smaller than 4, as will be seen in 
the next chapter. 
I; 
CHAPTER III : PICTURES OF DEGENERATE HOPF BIFURCATIONS. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we describe the universal unfoldings 
of low (s 3) codimension Z2 -equivariant bifurcation 
problems: 
(0.1) xa(x2, x) =0 
i. e. reduced rnefId/ie Hopf bifurcation germs. 
ti 
In each case we state conditions that a germ a must 
satisfy to be Z-equivalent to a. These, called defining 
ti 
conditions, are given in terms of the derivatives of a at 
the bifurcation point, which we take to be ac = 0. We 
also draw the set {(x, X); xa(x2, A) = 01, called a 
bifurcation diagram for a. Since all bifurcation diagrams 
are symmetric with respect to reflection around the x=0 
axis, we only sketch the part falling into the xZ0 half- 
plane. Bifurcation diagrams are always represented with A 
on the horizontal axis, x on the vertical. In all cases 
we omit the x (vertical) axis. Since x=0 is always a 
solution of (0.1) the horizontal axis is always drawn. 
In this way the bifurcation diagrams can be interpreted 
as amplitude diagrams for the periodic solutions of a 
fenera/(? ed Hopf bifurcation germ. 
qq 
The cases where there is only a finite number of 
2-orbits in a neighbourhood of zero on the unfolding 
of a, are grouped in Section 1. Germs having this 
property are called simple or 0-modal. The bifurcation 
diagrams for the simple germs of codimension s2 were 
first described in [G ]. 
In Section 2a 1-parameter family of topologically 
equivalent codimension 3 germs is described, as well as 
the codimension 3 germs that contain this family in 
their unfolding. These germs are called 1-modal or 
unimodal. Part of the description of the 1-parameter 
family (2.1) appears in [4o ] where it is also shown that 
the germs described in this chapter form a complete list 
of Z2-equivariant germs of codimension s 3. 
(0.1) Notation 
The remainder of this chapter analyses the geometry 
of the Z2-equivariant germs listed in Tables 111.3.1 and 
111.3.2. In each case we study a function xa(x2, A), with 
universal unfolding xA(x2, X, a, $, y). In order to avoid 
repetition we give here a list of symbols: 
2 
U=x 
ß, E, 6 = 
a, ß, y will always be unfolding parameters. 
`I.., 
Asymptotically unstable branches are always represented as 
dotted lines on the diagrams. 
Ile also use the notation: 
aý = 
Da (0,0) 
a2a 
aau 8aau(0,0) 
au(u, Jý) =u (u, A) 
and analogous definitions for the other partial derivatives 
with respect to A and u. 
1. SIMPLE GERMS 
(1.1) Organizing centre: 
a(u, A) = cu + 5A 
"2-codimension =0 (non-degenerate case) 
Defining conditions: au ¢ 0, aX 0 
Bifurcation diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.1. 
(1.2) Organizing centre: 
a(u, X) = Eu + öa2 
ý2-codimension =1 
Defining conditions: aX =0 
au ¢ 0, aXX 10 
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Universal unfolding: 
A(u, a, a) = eu + dal +a 
Critical sets: 
B0 = {a= 0} 
B1 = H0 = H1 = DL0 = DL1 = 
Bifurcation diagrams are shown in Fig. III. 1.2. 
(1.3) Organizing centre: 
a(u, A) = eu2 + öa 
Z2-codimension =1 
Defining conditions: au =0 
aX ' 0, auu 0 
Universal unfolding: 
A(u, Jý, a) =e (u2 + au) + öa 
Critical sets: 
H0 = {a = ol 
BO = B1 = H1 = DL0 = DL1 = 4) 
Bifurcation diagrams are shown in Fig. 111.1.3 
ý3 
(1.4) Organizing centre: 
a(u, X) = cu + 6X 
Z2-codimension =2 
Defining conditions: aý = 0, a., =0 
au 0, a... 0 
Universal unfolding: 
A(u, X, a, a) = eu +6 (X3 + ßX+ a) 
Critical sets: 
Bý _{ (arß) : (2) 
2= (3) 3} 
B1 = H0 = H1 = DL0 = DL1 = 
Critical sets and stable bifurcation diagrams are 
shown in Fig. 111.1.4. 
(1.5) Organizing centre: 
a(u, Jk) = eu3 + öa 
z2-codimension =2 
Defining conditions: au = 0, auu =0 
auuu 0, a. ý0 
Universal unfolding: 
A(u, X, a, ß) = eu3 + ßu2 + au + öa 
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Critical sets: 
B0 
B1 
H0 ={ (a ß) :a=0} 
2 
H1 = {(a, ß): a = e3 , eß < 0} 
2 
DLO = {(a, ß): a = 
e4 
, eß < 01 
DL1 =ý 
Stable bifurcation diagrams are shown in Fig. 111.1.5, 
as well as the critical sets. 
(1.6) Organizing centre: 
a(u, X) = cu + 8X4 
z2-codimension =3 
Defining conditions: aX = aAx = aXAX =0 
au 0' axaxx #0 
Universal unfolding: 
A(u, X, a, ß, Y) = Cu + S[X4 + yX2 + ßa + a] 
Critical sets: 
BO _ (a. ßlY); a = X2(3X2+Y). ß = -2X(2A2+Y) for 
some Ae ]t} 
B1 = H0 = H1 = DL0 = DL1 = 
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The bifurcation variety BO, and stable bifurcation 
diagrams are shown in Fig. 111.1.6. This is the first 
case not described in [6 1. 
(1.7) Organizing centre: 
a(u, X) = eu4 + 5A 
22-codimension =3 
Defining conditions: au = 0, auu 0, auuu 0 
ax 7 0, auuuu g0 
Universal unfolding: 
A(u, X, a, ß, y) =e (u4 + yu3 + ßu2 + au) + 6X =0 
Critical sets: 
B0 ý 
B1 e 
H0 = {(a, ß, (): a= 0} 
H1 = {(a, ß, Y): a= u2(8u+3y); ß=-3u(2u+Y); u > 01 
DL0 =ß= -u(3u+2y); a= u2(2u+Y); u > 01 
DLI j4 0. 
Stable bifurcation diagrams are shown in Fig. 111.1.7. 
J: ý 
2. UNIMODAL GERMS 
In this section we study a one-parameter family of 
Z2-equivariant germs x ab(x2, X) of special importance for 
the nerve impulse equations. 
(2.1) Organizing centre: 
ab (u, X) = Eu2 + 2bXu + 6X 
2 
with b#0 and b26 r, 1 
Z--codimension = 3. 
Defining conditions: au =0= aA 
auu 0, a.. yi 0, auX 0 
b= au X. (Iauu. aXAI_ý) 
c= sign (auu) 
6= sign (a.. ) 
Universal unfolding: 
Ab( u, a, a, ß, y) = E(u2+20u)+2(b+y)XU+d(A2+a) . 
Since Ab(u, X, a, ß, Y) = Ab+Ywe can rewrite 
the unfolding as: 
(2.1.1) A(u, ý, a, ß, b) = Ab(u, X, a, ß, 0)=E(u2+2ßu)+Zb), u+ö(X +a) 
and have b playing the double role of modal parameter and 
unfolding parameter. 
öy 
Since 
(2.1.2) Ae6(u, A, a, ß, b) = -A (-E: ) (-ö) (u, A, a, ý, -b), 
the numbers e'" and B= cb form a complete set of invariants 
for the family of germs (2.1) under Z2-equivalence. 
If sö = -1, we can divide the family ab into two 
classes, corresponding to B>0 and B<0. For values 
of B within one of these classes any two bifurcation problems 
ab are Z2-topoZogicaZZzj equivalent, i. e. 32-equivalent 
(11.3.2) without the assumption of differentiability in 
the change of coordinates T(xl, )), A(X) and X(x2, a) of 
(II. 3.2.1). As the'family ab as a whole has Z. codimension 
2, each germ ab with Co = -1, bý0 is said to have 
topological : 2-codimension 2. This is case (2.2). 
For cd =1 the family ab splits into four topological 
classes, corresponding to the connected components of 
B-space =3R - {0,1, -1}. These germs are described in 
(2.3), followed by the transition cases B=0 (2.4) where 
the topological Z2-codimension equals the (differentiable) 
z2-codimension. 
I 
: 5"j 
(2.2) Organizing centre: 
ab(u, X) =c (u2 - a2) + 2bAu b 34 0 
Z2-codimension = 3, topological codimension =2 
Defining conditions: au = aX = 0; auu. auX. aXX 0 
auu. aXÄ < 0. 
Universal unfolding: 
A(u, a, a, ß, b) =e (u2 + 2ßu -a- A2) + 2bXu 
Critical sets: 
B0 = {(a, ß, b): a= 0} 
2 
B1 = {(aýßýb): a=ß and ß< 01 
bl +1 
HO ={ (a. ß. b) :a=2} 
b 
H1 = DL0 = DL1 =0 
Critical sets and stable bifurcation diagrams for the 
case e=1 are shown in Fig. 111.2.2. On top we draw a 
cylinder a2 +02= r2, cut open along the line a= Or ß= r2. 
The intersection of the critical sets with this cylinder is 
indicated, as well as the stable bifurcation diagrams 
corresponding to each region of a-ß-b-space. Notice the 
change of behaviour as we cross the hysteresis variety at 
b=0, and the bifurcation diagrams at the origin a=6=0. 
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On the bottom we show the critical sets in a-13-plane, 
for b0 fixed. The case e= -1 can be obtained sub- 
stituting -b for b throughout. 
(2.3) Organizing centre: 
ab(u, A) =e (u2 + A2) + 2bXu, b V- 0, ±1 
z2-codimension = 3; topological codimension =2 
Defining conditions: au = aX = 0, auX yE 0, auu. aXA >0 
b2 = a2 /(auu. aXX) y1 
Universal unfolding: 
A(u, X, a, ß, b) = c(u2 + 2ßu +a+ A2) + 2bXu. 
Critical sets: 
B0 = {(a. ß, b): a= 01 
B1 ={ (a, ß, b) :a= 
ßl2 ß2< 01 
1-b 1-b 
H0 = {(a, ß, b): a= -ß21 
b2 
Hl = DL0 = DL1 =0 
Critical sets and stable bifurcation diagrams for the 
case e=1; br0, ± 1, are shown in Fig. III. 2.1a. The 
critical sets are shown in the a xß-plane for fixed values 
of the modal parameter b (bottom), and also intersected with 
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the cylinder a2 + ß2 = 1, drawn on top, as if cut open along 
the line a=0, ß=1. Substituting -b for b yields the 
diagrams for e= -1, b¢ 
(2.4) Organizing centre: 
a(u, a) = eu2 + sx2 
Z2-codimension =3= Z2 topological codimension 
Defining conditions: au = a. = auX =0 
uuxx 
/0 
Universal unfolding: 
A(u, A, a, a, b) = e(u2+2ßu) + 6(X2+a)+2bau. 
This is the b=0 case of (2.1). It differs from 
(2.2) and (2.3) in the fact that the self-intersection of 
the hysteresis variety H0' at a<0, ß=0, b=0 is 
unavoidable, i. e. it intersects every neighbourhood of the 
origin a=ß=b=0 of the unfolding. Recall that, after 
rewriting the unfolding of the family ab in (2.1.1), the 
origin of the new unfolding A becomes (0,0, b). Therefore, 
for b/0, the line b=ß=0 is bounded away from the origin, 
whereas for b=0 it is not. This is the reason why (2.4) 
is not topologically z2-equivalent to any of the germs 
considered before, although the expression for its unfolding 
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is the same. In other words, in order to unfold the 
germ (2.4) we perturb b away from 0, thus obtaining the 
family ab, that we then proceed to unfold. Bifurcation 
diagrams obtained in this fashion are those for b near 0 
(jbj < 1) shown in Figs. 111.2.2 and 111.2.3. Critical 
sets are drawn in three dimensions in Fig. 111.24, the 
case c5 = -1 on top, with eS =1 below. We stress the 
particular behaviour of this germ, by describing the zero 
set on both sides of the self intersection of H- no 0 
other member of the family ab has this "double hysteresis". 
(2.5) The discussion of case (2.4) (b = 0) illustrates 
a common feature of parametrized families of germs: 
topologically equivalent regions, separated by lower 
dimensional strata (in this case points) with higher 
codimension, where non-trivial changes take place. 
The "separating set" for the germ 2.3 includes two 
extra points, b= ±1. At these points, however, the 
codimension jump is higher: the germ 
(2.5) a(u, A) = Eu2 + 2dXu + 6X2 
has infinite codimension, which means that there is an 
infinite set of non Z2-equivalent germs, sharing (2.5) as 
their Taylor expansion of order 2. Nevertheless, the 
addition of suitable higher terms leads to the same 
codimension, namely 3, as for the non-degenerate values of 
b. So the codimension-3 stratum has a more complicated 
6z 
structure than might be supposed. The remainder of this 
chapter is a description of the codimension 3 germs that 
belong to this class. 
(2.6) Organizing centre: 
a(u, X) = ßu3+E(u2+X2)+28au 
Z2-codimension =3= topological codimension 
Definign conditions: au = a. =0 
auu. aXX >0 
auu'aXX aua 
and 
D2a(v, v) = 0, vý0 -> D3a(v, v, v) 0 0. 
Universal unfolding: 
A(U, X, a, 8, y) = dui+E(u2+ßu+a+a2)+2S(y+1)Xu 
Critical sets: 
B0 = {(a, ß, Y): a= 01 
Bý _{ (a, ß, Y) : a=u2 (2E , u-s) ,ß=u 
(2s-3Eeu) , 
u>0, s= y2 + 2y}. 
_ß2 H0 = {(a. ß. Y)=a =2 
4(y+1) 
H1 = DL 0= DL1 =ý for cc = 1, and these three 
sets are non-empty but bounded away from the origin 
a=ß=y=0 for c= -1. 
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This is the codimension 3 case of (2.3), with 
B= ±1. Indeed, for yr0, the germs A(u, X, 0,0, y) are 
z2 equivalent to (2.3) where the modal parameter is: 
E= cd (Y + 1). 
The unstable bifurcation diagrams for A(u, X, 0,0, y) 
are shown in Fig. III. 2.6a for c4 =+1= cS, where they 
are compared to the corresponding diagrams for (2.3). 
For y<0, the diagrams are identical to those of (2.3), 
0<B<1, but for y>0 the B>1 diagrams appear "capped 
off" - the Z2 equivalence is valid in a small neighbourhood 
of the bifurcation point. This is a recurring feature of 
one parameter families of germs, and will be discussed again 
in Section IV. 2. Capped off diagrams for (2.3), B>1 will 
appear again in cases (2.7), cö = -1 and (2.8), E0 = 1, 
below. 
The bifurcation diagrams for A(u, X, 0,0, y) when 
c4 = -1 = c6 are compared to those of (2.3) in Fig. III. 2.6b. 
All the diagrams exhibit global differences to their 
z2-equivalent counterparts. This time the difference is a 
prolongation of solution branches in the A directions, 
analogous to case (2.8), eý = -1 below. 
6j 
The stable bifurcation diagrams retain the same 
relationship to the unfolding of (2.3) as that discussed 
above for the organizing centre a=ß=0. Diagrams from 
the unfolding of the 0<B<1 case dominate the picture 
when cý =+1= cö, with those for B>1 appearing capped off. 
Similarly for Cc = -1 = cS, stable diagrams can be 
obtained from those of (2.3) by suitable prolongation 
in the A=±- directions (Fig. III. 2.6d). For each 
choice of c, the diagrams for case -eö are obtained from 
case c5 by substituting -A for A throughout. 
In both Figs. III. 2.6c and III. 2.6d we show the 
critical set E= B0 u B1 u H0 intersected with the planes 
y= small constant. We also draw the intersection of E 
with a sphere of centre (0,0,0) and small radius. In 
this, as in all other cases we only draw those components 
of Stn -E that contain the origin in their closure. 
Bifurcation diagrams in any other regions may be different, 
depending on the choice of representative for the =2 
equivalence class. 
We now proceed to describe the codimension 3 germs 
abutted by (2.1) as B+±-. These germs form a trans- 
ition case from (2.2) to (2.3). 
6G 
(2.7) Organizing centre: 
a(u, X) = Eu2 + 26Xu + ýX3 
ý2-codimension =3 
Defining conditions: au = ax = aAx =0 
0 auu 0 0, aux 1 0, aaaa 0 
Universal unfolding: 
A(u, X, a. ß, Y) = eu2 + ON + ß(1 
3+ya2+ RA+ a) 
Critical sets: 
Bo _{ (a, ß, Y) : a= A2 (y+2a) ; ß=-X (2y+3X) ,AE IR) 
Bý _ {(a. ß, Y): a=a2 (2a+y-c ): 6=-a (3a+2 (y-Eý)): ýda 01 
H0 = {(a, ß, y): a= 0} 
H1= DL0 = DL, =ý 
Critical sets and stable bifurcation diagrams for the 
case when Eý =1 are shown in Fig. 111.2.7. When c= -1 
the bifurcation diagrams can be obtained substituting -A 
for A, in the case -Eq, -Es. 
6ý 
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These are the first instances of unimodal germs 
that are not members of the one-parameter family (2.1) - 
they fail to satisfy the condition axx / 0. The germs 
A(u, a, a, ß, y) on the universal unfolding of (2.7), however, 
are Z2-equivalent to ab when (a, ß, y) is in Ho nB0 and 
Axx ý 0, or, equivalently, when (a, ß, y) satisfies: 
a 
2 
ß4 
(2.7.1) 
y#0 
eb = eö/7. 
2 
i. e. the germs A(u, A, O, 4, y) are equivalent to (2.2) when 
c sign (y) >0 and to (2.3) otherwise. 
As y approaches 0 (and therefore ß -. 0), the modal 
parameter b tends to ±. In this way (2.7) can be seen 
as forming a transition between (2.2) and (2.3). 
(2.8) Organizing centre: 
a(u, A) = eu3 + Sxu + ýý2 
ý2-codimension =3 
Defining conditions: au = auu = a, =0 
auuu # 0, axx / 0, aux /0 
Universal unfolding: 
A(u, X. a. ß. y) =E (u3+yu2+ßu+a) + Sau + 02 
69 
Critical sets: 
B0 =a= 0} 
B, = {(a, ß, y): a =u2(2u+s); ß=-u(3u+2s); s=y- ;u> 0} 
4 
Ho ={ (a, ß, Y) :a= -cq $2} 
32 
H, ={ (a, ß, Y) :a= 27 - Eý (3- ß) 
2Y 
< O} 
2 
DLL (4 - ß) 
2, 
Y< 0} 
DLL = 4D 
The germs A(u, A, a, ß, y) satisfy 
A(O, A, a, ß, Y) = Au(O, X, a, ß, Y) = Ax(O, X, a, ß, Y) =0 
if and only if a=8=0 and X=0, and if yý0 we 
have 
Auu(0,0,0,0, y). Axx(0,0,0,0, y) = 4cdy ý0 
Therefore, the germs A(u, X, 0,0, y) are Z2-equivalent 
at u=0, A=0 to one of the germs (2.1), according 
to the following table: 
fG 
(2.8) (2.1) 
CO =1y>0 (2.3) £g = sS 
2/7yF 
y<0 (2.2) EB = -sS 
2( r 
y>0 (2.2) CE = Ed 
2Vl-y7 
y<0 (2.3) eg = -CS 
2V T'yT 
Critical sets and stable bifurcation diagrams for 
cases c6 = +1 are shown in Figs. 111.2.8 (for Eq" _ -1), 
111.2.9 and 111.2.10 (for sý _ +1). Where sS = -1 the 
bifurcation diagrams can be obtained substituting -X for 
A in the case with the same values of c and 0. 
Figure III. 2.8a shows the unstable diagrams for Eý _ -1, 
a=ß=0, and those of the organizing centres of (2.2) and 
(2.3). 
In Fig. III. 2.8b and c) we show the intersection of the 
critical sets with the planes y= constant, Iii small 
(actually Iii < 12). If Y>0 (Fig. III. 2.8b), only the 
critical sets B0, HO, and B1 are present, and the bifurcation 
diagrams are identical to those appearing in the unfolding 
of (2.2). For y<0 (Fig. III. 2.8c) the varieties H1 and DL0 
approach H0 as y tends to zero, and the critical sets divide 
R3 into 15 different components containing the origin in 
their closure. Five of these regions are connected to those 
ill 
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in the y>0 half-space, and the bifurcation diagrams in 
twelve of the new regions can be obtained from the unfolding 
of (2.3) (see, Fig. III. 2.8d), including 4 repetitions, 
marked *. The two altogether new diagrams are shown in 
Fig. III. 2.8e. 
Stable diagrams for the case sý = +1 = c6 are shown in 
Fig. 111.2.9, as well as the unstable ones at a=ß=0 
(III. 2.9a). Diagrams present in the unfolding of the family 
(2.1) are reproduced for comparison. The critical sets 
divide a small neighbourhood of the origin in 3R 
3 into 16 
components, represented in Fig. 111.2.10. The numbering of 
diagrams in Fig. III. 2.9 indicates the corresponding 
region in 111.2.10. 
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CHAPTER IV : NERVE IMPULSE EQUATIONS 
O. INTRODUCTION 
The classical experiments by Hodgkin, Huxley and 
Katz [Ira], [/7], [/8], [/9] consisted of applying an 
electrical shock of known intensity (I) to a neurone and 
measuring the resulting change in the difference of 
electric potential (V) across the cell membrane. The 
generally accepted explanation of what takes place 
involves changes in membrane permeability to Na+, K+ 
and other ions. The model is described by the following 
system of differential equations, known in the literature 
as clamped Hodgkin and Huxley equations [/]: 
dV G(V, M, N, H. ) -I ät 
t -. ý ": 
dt 4D 
(T) E (1-M) ccm(V) - MO (V) J 
Hi 
dt 
O (T) E (1-N) an (V) - Nan (V) J 
dt =O (T) 
[ (1-H) ah (V) - iißh (V) 
or, writing U= (V, M, N, H), 
ät 
= r(U, I, T), where M, N and H 
are ionic conductances across the membrane, T is the 
temperature, 
P6 
T-6.3 
ý(T) =3 1- , and the function G is given by: 
G (V,, M, N, H) gNaM3H (V-VNa) + gKN4 (V-Vk) +gL(V-VL) " 
The constants: 
gNa = 120. gK = 36. gL = 0.3 
VNa = -115. VK = 12. VL = 10.599. 
,., _, 
were obtained by Hodgkin, Huxley and Katz from experimental 
2 data, and have the dimensions of conductance/cm for the gs, 
and volts for the Vs. 
The functions ai and ßý, }=M, N, H, are given by: 
am(V) T( 
V105) 
M(V) =4 e(V/18) 
aN(V) ß, (V+100) N(V) = 
0.125 e(V/80) 
-l 
all(V) = 0.07 e 
(V/20) 
8H (V) =(1 +e 
(V+30) /10) 
where Y' (0) = 1, and Y' (x) =X for x ,ý0. 
e -1 
Notice that aj (V) + ßj (V) 0 for all x and j. 
For any choice of the parameters I and T, equations H1 
have a steady-state solution (V*, M*, N*, H*, I, T), satisfying: 
77 
ct (V*) 
J* 
a (V )+ß (V ) 
j,, (V*) ,J=M, N, H 
J*J 
as well as f (V*) = G(V*, m, (V*) , noo(V*) hO (V*)) = -I. 
Since within physiologically meaningful range f is 
monotonically increasing (Fig. IV-0-1), it is invertible, 
and therefore we can change coordinates: 
A= C1(-I) v= V-A u= (v, m, n, h) 
m=M-mC» (X) n=N-nn(X) 
In the new coordinates the equations become 
du 
_Y (u, X, T) with Y (O, A, T) =0 or: ät 
I 
dv 
=C (v, m, n, h, 1, ) 
. dt HH 
ä= (D(T) 
f (1-j-j,, (a)) aJ(v+A) - (j-j. (a)) aJ(v+X) J 
where j=m, n, h and 
C(u'A) gNa[m3(X)h. (X) (a-VNa) -' 
+ - (m+m0(X) ) 
3(h+hoo (X)) (X+V-VNa) 3 
+ gK C nco (A) (A-VK) - (n+n.. (X) )4 (a+v-VK) J -gLv V. 
Z1 
250 
200 
150 
100 
S=ý(A) 
50 
-25 -20 -15 -10 -5 
Fig. IV-0-1 graph of'f (X) ='G(X, m.. (X) , n.. (Ä) , h(X) ) 
19 
This change of variables reduces the problem to 
the form used in previous chapters for the classification 
of degenerate Hopf bifurcation germs. It also has the 
advantage of eliminating one error factor in numerical 
computations, because it is no longer necessary to 
evaluate f-1, but since A decreases when I grows, all 
our pictures are mirror images of those obtained by , 
other authors. From now on we shall refer to HH as the 
Hodgkin and Huxley equations, or the nerve impulse 
equations. 
IV. 1 PRELIMINARY RESULTS. 
The eigenvalues of 
äu(O, A, T) were computed numerically 
for several values of A and T within physiologically 
significant range, using analytical expressions for the 
partial derivatives of y and NAG subroutines for the 
linear algebra. 
We found that for each value of A and T there are 
two real eigenvalues and a complex conjugate pair, 
(1.1) a (A, T) + i6 (A, T) . 
For temperatures greater than 29°C the complex eigenvalues 
have strictly negative real parts (see Fig. IV. 1.1), while 
below 28.5°C the picture changes and the complex pair 
80 
U' 
T 
;. 
, or 
7 
a 
Figure IV. 1.1. The real part c(X, T) of the complex 
eigenvalues of 
äü(O, X, T) plotted against X. 
O" 
ýý 
crosses the imaginary axis twice, transversally. This 
confirms the results of Hassard [/P-] for temperatures a 
6.30C and OýC. 
Therefore, for T< 28.5°C, the equations HH satisfy 
the hypotheses of the Hopf bifurcation theorem C, 4], [/3]. 
This establishes the existence of two families of periodic 
solutions bifurcating from the equilibrium (O, X, T) at the 
points where the eigenvalues are purely imaginary. If 
we apply the reduction of Ch. II to equations HH at these 
points, the reduced germ r(y) = xa(x2, X) will be 22 
equivalent to one of the germs (III. 1.1). 
The last assertion can be verified computing the 
derivatives au and aX of the reduced germ, at the two 
points (O, X1) and (O, X 2) (X1 > X2) where the eigenvalues 
of duy cross the imaginary axis. 
The formulae in Appendix 1, relating derivatives of y 
to those of a, were used to write a FORTRAN program that 
computes au(O, ai, T), using the analytical expressions for 
the derivatives of y. The eigenvector c of dul corresponding 
to the eigenvalue Oi (see III. 1) was normalized so as to 
have 1 as its first component. Therefore the bifurcation 
diagrams become Ax amplitude graphs in the V direction, 
i. e., in the direction of the only variable that can be 
observed in experiments. This choice also has the advantage 
of allowing comparison with the results of other authors. 
y. 12, 
Some of the results are shown in Table IV. 1.2. 
The other derivative, aX, satisfies 
ax = 
äx (X, T) 
and therefore aX is non-zero at both (0, X1) and (0, X2) for 
low (< 28.85) temperatures. Comparing with case(III. 1.1) 
we have 6=1 at (O, X1) and 6= -1 at (O, X2). 
At the first bifurcation point (0, X2), the derivative 
au is always positive. In the language of Chapter III, 
c=+1,6 = -1. At (O, X1), and for T< 28.853°C we have 
au <0 and e= -1 6=±1. Therefore, both periodic 
solution branches grow towards the right, as shown in 
Fig. IV. 1.3. This is the same result obtained by Rinzel 
and Miller (cf. Fig. IV. 1.4). 
As T grows, however, au(0, X1) changes sign (Table 
IV. 1.2) so that e= -1 and the second periodic solution 
branch grows towards the left, as indicated in Fig. IV. 1.3b. 
The change in the bifurcation diagrams is analogous to the 
crossing of the hysteresis variety H0 (II. 4.8) . 
For some temperature Tc the A-parametrized curves of 
complex eigenvalues must be tangent to the imaginary axis - 
the graph of the real parts of the eigenvalues, plotted 
against A always has a maximum (Fig. Iv. 1.1), and this 
maximum changes sign between those temperatures. 
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Figure IV. 1.3. Bifurcation diagrams for the Hodgkin 
and Huxley equations: 
(a) Schematic representation of T(X) = temperature 
where there is a Hopf bifurcation at A (solid line), and 
au (O, A, T (J1)) (dashed line). 
(b) Corresponding bifurcation diagrams, with x 
standing for amplitude. Dashed lines correspond to 
hypothetical joining. 
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Figure IV. 1.4. Amplitude (V) of periodic solutions 
of H1 as functions of applied current (I) for three 
temperatures. Dashed portions correspond to unstable 
limit cycles. Points of Hopf bifurcation and knees on 
amplitude curves are indicated by x. Reproduced from [. 15]. 
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There is only one value of A, say ac, for which 
duy(O, ac, Tc) has purely imaginary eigenvalues, and, at 
this point (O, ac, Tc), Hopf's hypothesis of transverse 
crossing is violated, and aX = 0. The analysis above 
does not apply at Tc, as well as at the temperature T1 
where au(X1,0) changes sign. The problem is more degenerate 
at these two points. 
TABLE IV. 1.2 
I(X) T(a) x 104 a u 
(-12.07 39.08 26.322 -42.59 
-14.40 56.43 28.288 -20.59 
-15.56 67.00 28.763 - 7.16 
1 -16.14 72.80 28.851 - 0.33 
-16.16 73.00 28.853 =0 - 0.10 a u 
-16.22 73.62 28.855 0.60 
1-16.26 74.04 28.8566 1.06 
1-16.32 74.67 28.8579 1.75 
-16.38 75.30 28.8580 2.44 maximum 
-16.46 76.15 28.8566 3.61 
A2 -18.08 95.03 28.339 20.11 
-20.02 122.14 26.085 32.17 
T(A) = temperature where there is a Hopf bifurcation at 
I(A) = stimulus intensity 
au = au(O, X, T(A) ) 
s6 
2. HUNTING FOR AN ORGANIZING CENTRE 
If no further degeneracies are present at the temperature 
Tc where the two Hopf bifurcation points coalesce, then HH 
will be contact equivalent, after reduction, to one of the 
germs (III. 1.2; The point (O, Ac, Tc) is called an organizing 
centre [a6], [28] for the system HH - its local dynamics 
determines the behaviour of the periodic solution branch. 
In a neighbourhood of the organizing centre, we can think 
of HH as part of the unfolding of (111.1.2), with the 
temperature T playing the role of an unfolding parameter. 
Last section's discussion of the direction of bifurcation, 
and an inspection of Fig. 111.1.2, shows that we are in case 
CS = 1. Thus we have established that if the derivative 
axx (O, Xc, Tc) is nonzero, then there is a neighbourhood of 
(O, Xc, Tc) in 3R3 where r (y) is (111.1.2. ) with eS = 1, up to a 
Z2-invariant change of coordinates. 
An analogous discussion applies to the other degeneracy, 
viz. au(O, X1, T1) = 0. This time the least degenerate 
candidate for an organizing centre is the germ (III. 1.3) 
with ed = 1. This germ has a single periodic solution branch, 
and for negative values of the unfolding parameter a, a 
characteristic knee appears in this branch, following the 
change of sign in a (cf. Fig. 111.1.3). Therefore, if 
auu(0, X2, T1) i 0, then r(y) is Z2-contact equivalent, at 
(O, a1, T1), to (111.1.3) with c6 = 1. 
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The point (0, x2'T1) is thus a second organizing centre 
for HH. The change of sign of au helps to explain why the 
same knee appears in Rinzel and Miller's picture (cf. Fig. 
IV. 1.4). This analysis, however, applies only to a 
neighbourhood of (O, X2, T1 ) not containing the second, non- 
degenerate, Hopf bifurcation point (O, a2) present at the 
same temperature Tý. 
In this way we have plausibly found two organizing 
centres for the Hodgkin and Huxley equations, each one of 
them accounting for one of the characteristics of the 
bifurcation diagrams observed by Rinzel and Miller, and 
reproduced in Fig. IV. 1.4. The fact that we have a single 
periodic solution branch undergoing two Hopf bifurcations is 
explained by the local analysis at (O, Xc, Tc), whereas the 
study of the equations at the point (0, x2, Tj) explains the 
bend in the diagrams. 
The other two characteristics that can be predicted 
from the analysis above are more difficult to establish 
numerically, viz. the absence of periodic orbits for 
temperatures higher than Tc, and the absence of the knee 
for TE (Ti, Tc). This last property would be quite 
conspicuous but for the tiny range of temperatures to which 
it applies, contained in the interval (28.853,28.859). 
However, Rinzel and Miller observed that: "The dashed curves 
[for the knees on amplitude-versus-current bifurcation 
curves] are not quite complete, due to a numerical 
j1p 
deterioration in our knee-finding scheme at the highest 
temperatures. Nevertheless we are confident that they 
coalesce with the solid curves [for Hopf bifurcation 
points] at 28.85°C. This, of course, corresponds to the 
narrowing and collapse of the amplitude curve [... ] 
onto the horizontal axis at I= 75 uA/cm2 for this limiting 
temperature. Above this temperature no periodic solutions 
to the HH equations with constant I arise through hopf 
bifurcation.. " [25] (our italics) 
3. THE'PERTURBED HODGKIN AND HUXLEY EQUATIONS 
In an attempt to bring the two organizing centres 
together into a highly degenerate point, we perturbed the 
equations HH, by varying the values of the average ion 
permeabilities gNa and gK. The numerical proximity of the 
two points in question suggests this procedure as a natural 
way of studying the transition from one local behaviour to 
the other. The more degenerate organizing centre thus 
obtained is called a hidden organizing centre, since the 
local dynamics of the perturbed equations around this point 
contains all the information about the change in the 
direction of bifurcation discussed in the preceding sections. 
A more detailed account of hidden organizing centres can be 
found in [a61 or in [29] 
as 
Variations in the average ion permeabilities gion did 
not change the pattern of two Hopf bifurcations below a 
critical temperature T(10) and a single one at Tc, very 
much like Fig. IV. 1.1. Figure IV. 3.1 shows 
au(O, Xc( Na), Tc( Na)) for several values of average sodium 
permeability. For each value of gNa' the critical point 
(Xc(gNa)' Tc( Na)) was determined as the maximum of the 
curve: 
(3.1) T(a, gNa) = temperature for which there is a Hopf 
bifurcation at A. The curve T(X, 120) is shown as a solid 
line in Fig. Iv. 1.3a. 
A search by the golden section [Q3] was carried out 
to determine the maximum of T(a, gNa) for 10 different values 
of gr1a. Around gNa = 80 the computations of the eigenvalues 
seem to break down. For gNa E [85,130], the procedure was 
repeated with increasing precision in the initial guess, 
until the computed values of au agreed to within three 
significant figures in several successive computations. The 
result is that for some value g of Na gbetween 
105 and 110, 
i. e. within 10% of the original value of 120, there is a 
single generalized Hopf bifurcation at (O, Xc(g), Tc(g)), with 
au(OIXc(9), Tc(g)) = 0. 
This is our hidden organizing centre. 
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Fig. IV. 3.1 au(O, AC(gNa), TC(gNa)) for the perturbed 
Hodgkin and Huxley equations 
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Since the two Hopf bifurcation points coalesce at 
(0, ac (9), Tc (g)), we also have 
aA(0, Xc (g) Tc (g)) = 0. 
The conditions au = aX =0 are satisfied by the 1-parameter 
family of germs (111.2.1). It is easy to see that any germ 
satisfying these conditions is abutted by the family (111.2.1), 
and therefore has modality > 1. All the germs described in 
Section 111.2 are in this case, and in this sense the family 
(111.2.1) is the simplest possible candidate for the hidden 
organizing centre. If this is the case, we can presumably 
expect to have case (111.2.3) with b<0, by comparison of 
the bifurcation diagrams in Figs. 111.2.2, III. 2.3 and those 
of Figs. IV. 1.3, IV. 1.4. Nevertheless it is impossible to 
decide rigorously which of the cases b= -1, b< -1 or 
-1 <b<0 takes place, without computing the derivatives 
auu, aux, aXX and estimating the modal parameter 
b= 
auX 
(auu'a'U'l 
Assuming this computation can be carried out successfully 
(as it is in the next section), and if no further degeneracy 
is present, we can visualize HH as a surface on It3 (a-ß-b 
space) fibred by the T-parametrized curves corresponding to 
fixed values of gNa. The two zeros of the graph in Fig. 
IV. 3.1 will correspond to curves that go through the 
organizing centre (0,0, b). As gNa is moved away from these 
two values, the curve moves to a position where it crosses 
Ya 
the varieties B0 and HO at two different temperatures. 
4. THE MODAL PARAMETER 
We computed the second order derivatives auu, auX, aXX, 
and the modal parameter b for the Hodgkin and Huxley equations 
at (O, ac (gNa) , Tc (gNa)) , for values of gL1a near those where 
au(O, Ac(gNa), Tc(gNa)) changes sign. The method used was 
the same for computing au - see appendices. Table IV. 4.1 
contains the results of these calculations. 
TABLE IV. 4.1 
gNa eb Cý 
115 -11.40 +1 
110 -12.69 +1 
105 -16.92 +1 
90 6.93 -1 
85 4.15 -1 
germ in Chap. III. 
111.2.3 
III. 2.2 
Table IV. 4.1 - Preliminary estimates of parameters 
for HH. 
For gr1a around 110 we have found, as expected, b<0, 
Eö = sign(auu. aXX) _ +1. We are in case 111.2.3, with 
b< -1. 
I3 
In this case, the set of values of A for which periodic 
solutions exist, must contain an interval of infinite length 
(cf. Fig. 111.2.3) for all choices of a and ß. All the 
bifurcation diagrams of Section 1 appear, followed by a 
branch of periodic solutions whose amplitude is bounded away 
from zero. Such a branch can be easily missed in a numerical 
analysis, since it is not produced by a classical Hopf 
bifurcation. 
The presence of this periodic solution branch implies 
that the linearly stable solution u=0 looses asymptotic 
stability. In this case, small perturbations of the equilibrium 
solution can have marked consequences, even if it is impossible 
to reach the stable periodic orbits. For a discussion of an 
analogous case, see the first chapter of 113). 
At the second zero of au, however, we have b>0 and 
eS = 1, i. e. case (1II. 2.2). The bifurcation diagrams for this 
germ (Fig. 111.2.2) are different from those described in 
Section 1. Moreover, there is no way to move continuously 
inside the family (111.2.1), from eS =1 to cS = -1. This 
might be an indication of the presence of some further 
degeneracy. 
IV. 5. ERRORS 
In Chapter III we gave explicit criteria (from [6 ]) 
for determining whether a given z2-equivalent germ xa(x2, \) 
is Z2-equivalent to one of the cases listed. Each equivalence 
91/ 
class of germs with codimension <3 is characterized by 
a set of non-zero derivatives of the germ a (non-degeneracy 
condition), and by a set of derivatives that equal zero. 
In all cases we also need to know the sign of the non-zero 
derivatives. 
All the information we have about HH, after reduction, 
is a numerical estimate of its derivatives. So far we were 
concerned with derivatives that are zero at special points. 
In the case of au we have shown that it changes sign as gNa 
is varied, and therefore that it is zero at some point, 
if we make the assumption that au depends continuously on 
gNa' 
For the derivative aX we used its expression in terms 
of the eigenvalues of y, in order to obtain a zero. This 
time we had to assume, besides the continuity of the eigen- 
values of y with respect to X and T, their differentiability 
in X and the continuity in T, of their X-derivative. These 
assumptions are justified, since y is Coo in the range 
discussed, and the reduction process preserves different- 
iability. 
Checking the non-degeneracy conditions is a more 
delicate task, since we cannot expect to obtain zero as the 
result of a computation. This poses the problem of deciding 
whether a small number is to be interpreted as a badly 
computed zero or as a small but non-zero value. 
-95 
We tackled this problem by the same method used to 
study the zeros, viz. to observe the variation in the 
computed numbers as we change the values of some of the 
parameters appearing in HH. The expressions in Appendix 1, 
for the first and second order derivatives of a reduced 
germ were evaluated, for HH, at 10 values of gPda in the 
interval [85,130]. For each choice of gNa the procedure 
was repeated along the curve T(X, gNa) (3.1) for values of X 
near the maximum, Xc(gNa), of each curve. Thus, each choice 
of (A, T) corresponds to a Hopf bifurcation point, and the 
computed expressions could still be interpreted as derivatives 
of r(y). Some results are shown in Figs. IV. 5.1 to IV. 5.5. 
Yet another reason for evaluating the derivatives of 
r(y) at several points along T(x) (3.1), is the difficulty 
in determining accurately the maximum of T(X), since the 
search by the golden section converges very slowly in X. 
Faster algorithms could not be used because they required 
extra information about T(X) that we did not have) usually 
the derivatives. The repetition of the calculations for 
several values of A appeared thus as the simplest way of 
overcoming the error introduced by the lack of accuracy in 
the calculation of Ac. Moreover, as we are never computing 
the derivatives at the organizing centre, but near it, it is 
important to establish the consequences, for the final result, 
of small variations in X. 
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Figure IV. 5.1 shows the values of a., computed directly 
from the formulae in Appendix 1, when A is perturbed from 
the critical value ac. For these calculations T(A) was 
evaluated with a prescribed maximum error of 10-3. In most 
cases the actual error in T was less than 10-4 and the real 
part of the complex eigenvalue of duy was less than 10-5. 
At the point A where T(X) assumes its largest value, 
ti 
for the A's tested, aX is always negative. if A0 is the 
first value of A where aX(XO, Tc(X0)) > 0, in this computation 
we have, for all the gNa's tested, JX0- XI <. 02 which is less 
fl. 
than . 2% of ac. 
The values a0 and Xc were used as initial data for a 
search by the golden section, and after increasing dramatically 
the accuracy in the computation of T(X) it was possible to 
improve this result. An estimate of Xc with 
ax(Ac, T(Xc)) < 10-4 was obtained requiring around 40 iterations 
of T(X), and about the same number of iterations for the 
search by the golden section. 
The derivative au(X, T(X), gNa) was computed for the same 
values of A and gNa used for the results in Fig. IV. 5.1, and 
with the same accuracy in the calculation of T(A). Figures 
IV. 5.2 and IV. 3.1 can be compared to check that the features 
discussed in Section 3 are not affected by an error of . 2% 
in X. 
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For the other second order derivatives, the consequences 
of variations in X are even less marked than for au and ax - 
see Figs. IV. 3.3, IV. 3.4 and IV. 3.5, where we also indicate 
the results of the more accurate computations described 
above. 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 
1. CONCLUSION 
The hidden organizing centre for the Hodgkin and 
Huxley equations has the following characteristics: 
Tenz, Derdture TTe IRS-% 
z6.6aJ , 
(1.1) Average sodium permeability gc E [100 , 
110 ] 
Bifurcation parameter Xce [-16.1, -15.5] 
au(O, lc) = aX(O, X ) 
auu(0, ac) > 0; aux(O, Xc) < 0; aXX(O, ac) >0 
Therefore HH is equivalent, after reduction, to one of the 
germs (111.2.3) with co = +1, eb =BE [-17, -12]. As 
temperature varies, the perturbed HH equations follow a 
path in the unfolding of (111.2.3) through the origin 
a=ß=0 (Fig. V. 1. la) and we obtain, for low temperatures, a 
periodic solution branch, similar to that of Fig. IV. 1. lb, 
followed by a branch that does not appear through a 
classical Hopf bifurcation. These isolated branches are 
known in the literature as Lao las. For temperatures above 
T0, only the isola is present. 
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Fig. V. l. la Equations HH, seen as a T-parametrized curve 
for each gNa, on the unfolding of (111.2.3). 
b),, c) and d) bifurcation diagrams along the 
curves indicated in a). 
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Fig. V. 1.2a The Hodgkin and Huxley equations, for gNa near 
gp, represented as paths on the unfolding of 
(111.2.2). b), c) and d) bifurcation diagrams 
for the paths in a). 
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For the unperturbed equations, with gNa > gc, the 
T-parametrized path moves away from the origin, and 
therefore it must go through one of the shaded areas of 
Fig. V. 1. la. Diagrams are as in Fig. V. 1. lc, since we 
can exclude those of Fig. V. 1.1d by comparing them to 
our data on the direction of bifurcation (IV. 1). This 
completes the description of periodic solutions of HH, 
with gNa > 110. 
At the second zero of au, the data are: 
(1.2) Average sodium permeability gp E [85,90] 
Temperature Tp E [13. °, 18.5°] 
Bifurcation parameter ap e [-15., -13.8] 
a(OX) = ax (01A p)=0 
auu(0,1p) < 0; aux(0' p) 
< 0; a.. (01Ap) > 0. 
/C6 
This is case (111.2.2) with BE [4., 7.1 and sö = -1 (see 
Fig. V. 1.2). Thus, as gNa decreases, the perturbed Hodgkin 
and Huxley equations undergo a transition from case (111.2.3) 
to case (111.2.2). This type of transition, which must be 
via B=-, not 0, was discussed in connection with the 
unimodal germs (111.2.7) and (111.2.8). Indeed if we 
could perturb the zero of auu and the hidden organizing 
centre into a single point, the result would be M2 equivalent 
to (111.2.8), with the characteristics: 
(1.3) au = a. = auu =0 
aux < 0, sign (aux) =6= -1 
aýý > 0, sign (axx) =0=+1 
= sign auuu' 
If c= -1, the germs (111.2.2) and (111.2.3) abutt 
(111.2.8) as follows: 
(1.4) y>0- (111.2.2) with B=1>0 
2 TY7 
y<0- (111.2.3) with B= -1 < -1 
2TY 
An inspection of Fig. 111.2.8 shows that in this case, the 
isola discussed above opens into a periodic orbit present 
for all values of X within some uniform (in the unfolding 
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parameter) interval. Otherwise the bifurcation diagrams 
are the same, as can be seen in Fig. V. 1.3. 
For c=±1 the transition from (111.2.2) to (111.2.3) 
is 
(1.5) y>0- (111.2.3) with B=-1< -1 
7y (" 2/ 
y< 0- (111.2.2) with B=1>0 
2V 
In this case periodic solutions are present only in a 
limited range of values of X. There are several diagrams 
exhibiting a second knee, as found numerically by Rinzel 
and Miller (cf. Figs. 111.2.9 and IV. 1.4). The most striking 
feature, however, is the presence, for y<0, of diagrams 
with a knee on the left hand side, in unavoidable way 
(see Fig. V. 1.4). Although the unperturbed HH equations 
do not exhibit this behaviour, it was observed in experiments 
on squid axons bathed in low ca seawater [%1 I. 
2. ORGANIZATION BY DEGENERACY 
A X2-equivariant germ has different bifurcation 
diagrams depending on whether the germ is studied on its 
own or seen as part of the unfolding of a more degenerate 
(i. e. higher codimension) germ. The presence of a degeneracy 
close by is extra information about the germ and this is 
reflected in the diagrams we obtain for it. 
Ito 
A simple example was discussed in Chapter IV. If a 
system v= F(v, X) has two classical Hopf bifurcations at 
al < X2, with the same direction of bifurcation, there is 
no a priori reason why the two periodic solution branches 
ought to meet. The proximity of a degeneracy, in this 
case a change in the direction of bifurcation, together 
with the coalescence of the two bifurcation points, makes 
the analysis "more global". It shows that the apparent 
lack of information about the periodic solution branches 
away fron the bifurcation points is an artifact of local 
analysis. 
The same discussion applies to members of the one 
parameter family (111.2.1) when compared to (I11.2.6) 
(ES = 1, B=± 1) or to (111.2.7) and (111.2.8) (B ±-). 
The bifurcation diagrams for the organizing centre of the 
germs (111.2.1) appear either "capped off" or with an extra 
branch, when viewed as part of the unfolding of the higher 
codimension cases. Moreover, the stable perturbations of the 
more degenerate germ are not just the union of diagrams 
obtained by perturbing the modal parameter first and then 
unfolding the new germ. This point is made particularly 
clear in the discussion of the unfolding of (111.2.8). This 
is part of the rationale for studying perturbed problems and 
looking for a hidden organizing centre. The results of the 
perturbation analysis would be relevant even if we knew 
(and it is not the case) that those parameter values are 
never assumed in practice. 
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3. EXPERIMENTS 
In this section we explore the asymptotic stability 
of bifurcation diagraus for the nerve impulse equations and 
compare our predictions with experimental results on nerve 
cells. A classical Hopf bifurcation is characterized by the 
fact that as the amplitude of the periodic solution branch 
tends to zero (when it approaches the bifurcation point) 
its period tends to 27/80. Thus, when the bifurcation point 
(O, X0) is asymptotically stable, a stable branching point 
may be observed in experiments as a threshold value of the 
control parameter X for the onset of repetitive behaviour 
with period close to 27/60. This is the case for equations 
HH (unperturbed) at temperatures TE (28.853,28.859, as well as 
at the branching point on the right hand side of Rinzel 
and Miller's (Fig. IV-1.4 ) diagrams. 
Many of the diagrams obtained for the reduced Hodgkin 
and Huxley equations have a stable fold connected to a stable 
branching point as in Fig. V. 3.1a. below: 
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Fig. V. 3.1. 
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where the solid lines stand for asymptotically stable 
solutions, and the dotted lines for asymptotically unstable 
ones. Vertical arrows in (a) indicate the direction of the 
f low. 
For each X in the overlap range [Xb, Xf] two asymptotically 
stable solutions coexists, and the unstable solution forms a 
separatrix for their basins of attraction on the centre 
manifold at A (see 11.5). When the system is in a steady 
state and X is decreased past Ab the equilibrium (O, X) 
becomes unstable, and the system tends towards the stable 
periodic solution (Fig. V. 3.1b). If A is then increased 
again, the periodic solution branch remains stable, until 
it disappears at X_ Af > Xb, and the system returns to the 
steady state (Fig. V. 3.1c). This type of behaviour is 
called hysteresis. It can be observed in voltage clamp 
experiments where the stimulating current I is varied, as 
a larger threshold value I= -f(Xb) for the initiation of 
repetitive firing (I increases) than for its termination, 
as I decreases, at I= -f(Af). (Recall that X= f- (-I) is 
a decreasing function. ) 
Besides turning all diagrams back to front, the change 
of variables of Section IV. O has the effect of transforming 
the curve 
V* =f (-I) ; J* = j00 (V*) ,J=M, N, H 
ly 
into the straight line v=m=n=h=0. Thus a bifurcation 
diagram like Fig. V. 3.1 will have the aspect shown in Fig. 
V. 3.2a. 
If the stimulating current I is varied slowly (compared 
to the period 27/60 of the solution branch), then the 
hysteresis loop of Fig. V. 3.2b is a good description of a 
voltage clamp experiment. In most cases, however, the 
stimulus is increased abruptly to its new value, as a current 
step (Fig. V. 3.3). When I is increased discontinuously 
(Fig. V. 3.3a and b) so does the voltage V, but the membrane 
conductances M, 11, H are not instantaneously affected. The 
system is pushed away from equilibrium, and therefore the 
threshold value of I, for the initiation of repetitive 
firing should be lower for a suddenly applied stimulus than 
for stimulation that increases slowly. 
Under those circumstances an axon will show different 
responses, depending not only on stimulus intensity, but 
also on the way this intensity is attained. The presence 
of hysteresis will also have the effect of stabilizing the 
cell's response to fluctuations of the stimulus near the 
threshold. A system exhibiting a classical Hopf bifurcation 
without hysteresis will be thrown in and out of repetitive 
firing by small variations in I (see (u]). 
As a rule, giant squid axons bathed in sea water do not 
exhibit maintained repetitive firing in a current clamp 
experiment. In most cases the axon fires one or more times 
under constant stimulation, and then returns to equilibrium. 
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Fig. V. 3.2 Bifurcation diagrams and hysteresis for the 
Hodgkin and Huxley equations. 
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Fig. V. 3.3 Threshold variations for nerve impulse 
equations, according to type of stimulus. 
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When bathed in low Ca sea water, however, squid axons 
will fire repetitively in response to an adequate current 
step (II (111. Guttman et al [if] found that in this 
experimental setting the axons exhibit a sharp threshold of 
minimum current intensity for repetitive firing, with a 
nonzero critical firing frequency. The threshold value is 
different, depending on the way the stimulus varies: it is 
lower for a suddenly applied stimulus than for a continuously 
increasing ramp of current. Once repetitive firing is 
established it can be terminated by both depolarizing 
(increase in I) or hyperpolarizing (decrease in I) shocks 
of appropriate intensity. We reproduce here two oscilloscope 
recordings from [111 of an axon's response to a step stimulus 
(Fig. V. 3.4a and b). 
Hysteresis and high intensity cut-off are elegantly 
demonstrated by the experiment of Fig. V. 3.4c and d. Notice 
that hysteresis takes place at both ends of the periodic 
solution branch. For the unperturbed Hodgkin and Huxley 
equations at fixed temperature, the periodic solution remains 
asymptotically stable as it shrinks into the steady state 
(see Fig. V. 1.1c) and therefore HH exhibits only one hysteresis 
loop. The experimental results of Guttman et al [11] are in 
qualitative agreement with our description of the perturbed 
equations (see Figs. V. 1.1d and V. 1.4). 
Similar results were obtained by Jalife and Antzelevitch 
[ýj] on isolated pacemaker cells of mammals. They found that 
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Fig. V. 3.4 Annihilation of repetitive firing of space-clamped 
squid axon, a and b- step stimulus, c and d, 
continuous stimulus. Note the subthreshold 
oscillations in a and b, and hysteresis at commence- 
ment and at cut-off in c and d. 
Calibration: 
a) 100 mV/div 2. A/div 2msec/div at 22.3°C 
b) 50 52 22.0 
c) 10U 1 50 22.0 
d) 50 2 50 20.2 
Reproduced from [11]. 
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the spontaneous activity of those cells could be abolished 
by both depolarizing and hyperpolarizing shocks. The same 
results were obtained numerically by Best [] in a 
simulation of a pacemaker that used a modified version of 
HH. Unfortunately threshold stimuli for terminating and 
reinstating repetitive firing were not compared in the 
experiments nor in the simulations. 
For the pacemaker cells the presence of hysteresis 
provides a simple mechanism for the triggering on and off of 
repetitive firing by a brief stimulus. If in the absence 
of stimulus the cell is in the overlap range of the hysteresis 
loop, repetitive firing (or its absence) would be maintained 
without the need of constant external stimulation. The same 
mechanism could be present in other types of excitable 
tissue, like time keeping neurones or stretch receptors. 
Yet another feature of the bifurcation diagrams we obtain 
for HH is the presence of isolas. As we have already 
remarked these solutions of HH have not been previously 
described. At first sight the isolas seem unimportant to 
the problem of control of repetitive firing of nerve cells, 
because they cannot be reached by moving continuously from 
the asymptotically stable equilibrium. It is not possible 
to obtain any information about the position of isolas in 
VxMxNxHx A-space with the methods used here, as these 
solutions do not arise through a classical Hopf bifurcation. 
It would be interesting to obtain a numerical tracing of these 
solutions since they define the boundary of the steady-state's 
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basin of attraction on the centre manifold. All we know 
is the isola meets the constant solution x=0 at gNa gc' 
T= Tc. If, for the unperturbed equations, it lies close 
to equilibrium and within physiologically meaningful range, 
then the steady state has a very small basin of attraction. 
In this case the system may be perturbed into maintained 
repetitive activity by, for instance, an accumulation of 
ions in periaxonal space that modified the membrane 
permeability, or by the presence of exciting/inhibiting 
substances. 
When a perturbation is not large enough to push the 
variables into the isola, the system returns to equilibrium 
with damped oscilations. This has the functional 
interpretation of increasing the duration of subthreshold 
synaptic (or external) input. In this way the presence 
of isolas may be responsible for subthreshold oscilations 
(see [291). 
At low temperatures (< 0°C) our analysis of unperturbed 
HH breaks down: the eigenvalues of duy(0, Xc) go through the 
origin (i. e. a(Xc) = 8(X c) =0 
in II. 0) and the Liapunov- 
Schmidt reduction can no longer be applied to y. It may be 
possible to obtain similar results using another reduction 
process, like the Centre Manifold Theorem. In the proximity 
of a zero eigenvalue, however, the problem is likely to 
exhibit an entirely different behaviour. 
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Finally, the qualitative analysis carried out here 
does not eliminate the need for numerical tracings of the 
periodic solutions of HH. The methods we use necessarily 
lose important information about the geometry of periodic 
orbits, and the way they are embedded inIR5. This information 
is necessary to explain certain experimental results like 
the fact that the annihilation of repetitive firing depends 
not only on stimulus intensity and temporal distribution, 
but also on the phase where it is applied, observed both 
by [, Y% ] and [ r2: 1 ]. 
It is not usual to look for periodic solutions 
numerically without having some reason to expect them to 
exist. A good example is provided by the isolas in Hodgkin 
and Huxley equations - they may be present and yet have been 
missed (quite naturally) by numerical tracings. What the 
method tells us is which type of periodic solution branch 
to look for, and where to look for it, in a numerical study. 
It also shows that the Hodgkin and Huxley equations, regarded 
as a family of biological problems, are capable of explaining 
some of the complex repetitive behaviour of excitable 
tissues. 
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APPENDIX 1 
We present here the formulae from 16] that we used to 
compute the derivatives of the reduced germ 
r (y) = xa (x2, x) . 
In [6] it is assumed that time has been rescaled so as 
to have ±i as the purely imaginary eigenvalue of duy(0, xo). 
We do not make this assumption here, and consequently the 
imaginary eigenvalue Aoi appears in the formulae. We also 
indicate in each case the FORTRAN subroutine that evaluates 
the formulae, as well as the correspondence between names 
of variables in the two appendices. 
(A1.1) Notation 
We indicate as 
Yk :pnx IRn x ... x IRn -> Itn 
the symmetric k-linear form defined by 
k(v,...., 
vk) = [dky (O, XQ)l"(vl,..., vK). 
Recall that A= y1 = duy(O, x ). 
Similarly we define 
Yk, 
9 knxk > IR n 
as yk, 
t(vý,..., 
vk) [dü QQ (0, X 
o)]"(vý,..., 
vK) 
ax 
i a. 1 
In (11.2) we obtain bifurcation equations in component 
form 
f1 (x, O; A, T) = xp(x2; X, T) =0 
f2(x, O; a, T) = xq(x2; X, T) = 0. 
Writing u= x2, we denote by pik. and qjkk the coefficients 
in the Taylor expansions of p and q: 
o) ýQ pT) ti E pj kQ u3(A4 
K . 
ý. 
q(x; X, T) ti E qjk£ uý(ý-ýoý 
where 
13 
2j+1+k+£f(0.0; 
Ä0,0) 
Pjkt 
(2j+1)! k! x! ax 20+1aak3T9 
1 
2j+l+k+zf2(0,0"X0 
, 0) 
gjkt 
(2j+1)! k! 9,! ax2j+1 aakaTZ 
In the FORTRAN subroutines of Appendix 2 the coefficients 
pjkt and gjkj appear as variables XPjk2, XQjk2. (for instance 
xplOO, XQ100) and are evaluated by the subroutines P2 in the 
module UM. 
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The derivatives of a at the bifurcation point (O, X0) 
are denoted: 
derivative variable in Appendix 2 (subroutine VSOP) 
au = 
äü (0, xo) DAZ 
aý = 
Da (O, x0) DAL 
auu =2a 2(O, Xo) DAZZ 
au 
2 
aux aä(o, a0 
DAZL 
2 
aXA =2a2 (0o) DALL 
ax 
A1.2. We also indicate by c and d the eigenvectors of A and At 
respectively, corresponding to the eigenvalues aoi, -eoi resp. 
(see II. 1) and by * the complex scalar product of two vectors. 
Recall that c and d were chosen to satisfy d*c = 2, and that 
duy(0, X) has complex eigenvalues 
Q (a) ±i0 (a) 
satisfying 
a(0) = 0>0(0) = 00 > 0. 
A1.3. The dc 
a 
a u 
; rivatives of a are given by: 
p010 
2 Re [y1' 1 (c) *d] 
100 =-4 Re [ß*d] p 
where B= y2'°(a0, c) + y2'0(a2, c) +4 y3'0 
1 :ý 
appears as the variable OB in the subroutines PQ100 and Al. 
auu P200 + P101 g100 
where 
g100 =-4 Im [ß*d] 
p101 6 Re (y2'0 (f2, c) *d] 
P200 =-41! Re [a*d] 
and 
a=21 y2'0(bo, c) +2 y2'0(b2, c) + 2y2'°(ao, a1) + 
+ 2y2' 
° (ä2, a 2) + 2y2' 
° (ý1, a2) +2 Y3,0 (ao, ao, c) + 
+3 y3'0(a2'a21c) + 3y3'°(a01a2, c) + 
+2 y3,0(äl, C, c) + y3'°(a11C, C) +2 y3'°(a3, c, C) + 
+4 Y4'0(a2, c. C, c) +4 y4'ý(ao, c, c, c) + 
r +434Y0 (a2, c, c, c) + 16 y (c, c, c, c, c) 
aua Pilo + p101 q 010 
where pl0, is given above and 
/a5 
g010 =-1 Im [y1'1 (c)*d] 
p110 =-2 Re [n*d] 
where 
Ti =31 yý'ý(a, ) + y2'ý(h1, ao) + y"O(h1, a2) + 
+1 [y2'° (h2, c) + y(ho, c) + y2' 
2,1 (a0, c) + y2' 
2,1 (a2, c) + 
+1 Y3'°(h1, c, c) + Y3'°(h1, c, c) +4 Y3'1(c, c, C)l 
aaa p020 = -Re [ (Y1' 
1 (h1) +4 Yl, 
2 (c) )* d) 
and if a=0 then aXx =-2 a'(X 
The vectors ai, bi, fi and hi are obtained as solutions 
of the equations below. On the left hand side we indicate 
the name of the subroutine in the group P1 of the module UM 
(see Appendix 2) that computes each one of them, followed by 
the variable name in brackets. The identity matrix in T4 is 
denoted I. 
AO(QAO) Aa0 =-2y2,0 (c, c) 
A2(QA2) [A-2i00I]a2 =-4 y2,0(c, c) 
A1(QA1) {(A-iOIlai =42 (3*d)c -3 
a1*d =0 
A3(QA3) (A-3io0Ila3 =-3 y2,0(a2, c) -1 y3'0(c, c, c). 
11261 
BO(QBO) Abo = -2y2'°(a1. c) - 2y2'°(a11c) 
-6y2'° (a2, ä2) - 3y2'0 (a0, a0) - 3y3'0 (ao. cºC) 
-7Y (a2, c, c) -2 ý''ý(a2, C, C) - Y4'0(c, c, c, c) 
3 
B2(QB2) [A-2i00I]b2 = -2y2'O-(a1, c)-2y210 (a3, c)-6y2,0 (ao, a2) - 
-3 Y3'°(ao, c, c) - 3y3'0(a21c, c) -4 y4'°(c, c, c, c) 
F2(QF2) [A-2i6 
0I]f2 = 
2i0oa2 
HUM (PH1) [A-2i6ollh1 =2 -[('y'1'1 (c) *d) c- yý' (c) l 
2 
h1 *d =0 
HO(PHO) Aho =- y1'1(a0) -2 y2'ý(c, c) -2 Re y2'0(h1, c) 
H2 (PH2) [A-2i öI]h2 =- Y1' 
l (a2) - Y2'0 (h1, c) -4 y2' 
1 (c, c) 
A1.4 In (II. 1) we remark that the normalization of the 
eigenvectors c, d with d*c=2 is not sufficient to determine 
c and d. Indeed, for any complex number K/0, the vectors 
c=KC d=a 
ti n. K 
satisfy the conditions in A1.2. When we compute the first 
order derivatives of the reduced germ a(u, X) using the new pair 
of eigenvalues, we get: 
7- .4 
1 
a=- Re [y1' 
1 (c) * d] =Ka=a 
tia 2 ti ti K 
whereas 
au 4 [ß * a] IkI 
2au 
since 
ao =-1Aý (y2'° (c, c)) = k}: ao 
ti ti 
1 
a2 =-4 (A-2i0o13-1 (y2.0(c, c)) = k2a2 
f\j 'IV 
y2'0(ao, c) + y2'0(a2, c) +4 y3,0(c, c, E) _ 
ti ti ti ti ti 
= K2Rß. 
In most calculations this difference is unimportant, since 
the sign of au remains unchanged. However, since we want to 
study the variation in au as the parameters in HH are perturbed, 
we have normalized the vectors c to have 1 as their first 
component. (i. e. c is 1 in the direction v). In this way the 
bifurcation diagrams we obtain can be interpreted as qualitative 
graphs in the direction of the only variable that can be 
measured experimentally. Moreover this choice allowed us to 
compare our first order results to the numerical results of 
[12]. 
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APPENDIX 2 
We present here the listing of the subroutines that 
were used to compute the derivatives of y(u, X, T) after 
reduction, at the maximum of the curve 1(a)(IV. 3.1). 
The subroutines are divided in four groups: subroutines 
for multilinear algebra (LINEAR), for the computation of 
derivatives of y(BIBLIOTECA), and two independent modules 
for evaluation of the maximum of T(A) (ZERO), and for the 
calculation of the formulae in Appendix 1 (UM). Subroutines 
F02AFF and F02AGF are NAG subroutines for the calculation of 
complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Subroutines F04ADF 
(also NAG) solves a system of linear equations. 
One main program is presented as an example of how the 
subroutines are put together. It computes the derivatives 
of r(y) with increasing accuracy in the calculation of the 
maximum of T(a), in the intervals aE [ALO, AL1], TE [TO, T1], 
read from DADOS. 
Communication between the two modules (ZERO and UM) is 
Made via a common block; /ZERO/ given by: 
COMMON / ZERO / AL, T, GK, GNA 
corresponds to: X, T, 9k' gNa 
The other two common blocks for the module U1.1 are: 
icy 
COM11ON/UI / PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
A(4,4), EIG(2), TETA 
variable: 
PC (J, 1) 
PC(J, 2) 
PC (J, 3) 
PC(J, 4) = QC(J) 
QC (J) 
QCB(J) 
QD (J) 
QDB(J) 
A(I, J) 
EIG(I) 
TETA 
eigenvector for EIG(1) E IR 
eigenvector for EIG(2) EIR 
eigenvector for -i8 
eigenvector for ie, 
c (II. 1) 
c 
d (II. 1) 
d 
A= duy(0, A, T) (11.1) 
Real eigenvalues of A 
8(A) = Im (imaginary eigenvalue of A) >0 
All variables are computed by subroutine PREPAR, except 
for A, computed by MARIA. (both from BIBLIOTECA). 
CONNON/DERI/QFM11, QFM12, QFQ, QFC 
QFS, QFN21, QFT, QFM31. 
This block contains the partial derivatives of y(IV. O) 
needed for the formulae in Appendix 1. They are given by: 
16U 
variable subroutine 
a2 I QFS(I, J, K) Y axIaxJ (0, X) PAR2 
3I 
QFT(I, J, K, L) y a axJax (O, a) PAR3 
a4 I QFQ(I, J, K, L, M) Y 
3XJaXKaXLax (0, X) PAR4 
m 
a5 I QFC(I, J, K, L, M, N) Y (0, X) axJaxKaxLaxMaxN PARS 
2I 
QFM11(I, J) 
aaä -(0, X) MIxi i 
a3YI QFM12 (1, J) (0, X) IIIX12 
ax 2 3x 
a3YI QF1421 (I, J, K) 
axax'axK (0, X) MIX21 
4YI 
QFM31(I, J, K, L) aaax'axKaxL(0, X) 111X31 
Where y= (Y1, Y2, Y30Y4) 
and (x1, x2, x3, x4) = (v, m, n, h) 
and all subroutines are in the group BIBLIOTECA 
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In order to compute these derivatives we use the 
results of subroutine INFI (from BIELIOTECA), that computes: 
(see IV. 0) . 
dJ-1a. 
XA(I, J) 
dxJ-11 
(X) 
dJ-1ß. 
XB(I, J) 
dxJ-1 
(A) 
aJ-1i 
XINF(I, J) = 
dÄ J_ý(A) 
where I=2,3,4 
corresponds 
to: i= in, n, h 
The remaining variables were defined in Appendix 1. 
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ZERO 
UM 
TETA 
TL21EL 
NNACCI 
MITES 
DERIVA 
VSOP 
PREPAR 
Uri/P1 
AO 
Al 
A2 
A3 
BO 
B2 
F2 
HO 
HUPT 
H2 
UM/P2 
P020 
P101 
Pilo 
P200 
PQ010 
PQ100 
BIBLIOTECA 
MARIA 
INFI 
PAR2 
PARS 
PAR4 
PARS 
MIX11 
MIX12 
MIX21 
MIX31 
LIUEAR 
DERIF1 
DERIF2 
DERIF3 
DERIF4 
DERIF5 
CONDIC 
MAIN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE TITLES 
NOVO/DADOS 
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Z ERO 
SUBROUTINES THAT COMPUTE THE MAXIMUM OF THE CURVE T(A) 
TETA COMPUTES THE REAL PART OF THE COMPLEX EIGENVALUES OF A 
TLPIEL COMPUTES THE FUNCTION T(}\) - SEE IV. 3 
NNACCI COMPUTES THE MAXIMUM OF T(A) USING A SEARCH BY THE 
GOLDEN SECTION 
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SUBROUTINE TETA(AL, TE, GK, GNIA, TERE, ITH, MER) 
REAL A(4,4), RR(4), RI(4) 
INTEGER INT(4) 
HER=0 
CALL MARIA(AL, TE, GK, GNA, A) 
CALL F02AFF(A, 4,4, RR, RI, INT, MER) 
I F(MER. NE. 0) RETURN 
DO 1 I=1,4 
IF(RI(I). LT.. 0001)GO TO 1 
TERE=RR(I) 
I=5 
IF(TERE. GT. O)GO TO 2 
ITH=-1 
GO TO 1 
2 ITH=1 
1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
! J: ) 
10 
30 
40 
60 
70 
C* 
80 
C* 
90 
100 
110 
120 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
SUBROUTINE TLNIEL(AL, TP, TG, TTIEVT, GK, GTJA, TJIT, NI, EI, EROU, ETOU, FLAG) 
ItITEGER FLAG(6) ) 
FLAG(1)=0 
FLAG(2)=0 
TO=TP 
T1=TG 
CALL TETA(AL, T0, GK, GNA, THRO, IO, MER) 
IF(MER. NE. 0)GO TO 90 
CALL TETA(AL, T1, GK, GNA, THR1, I1, IIER) 
IF(MER. NE. 0)GO TO 100 
IF(IO. EQ. I1)GO TO 80 
NI=0 
ALF=(T1+T0)*. 5 
CALL TETA(AL, ALF, GK, GNA, THRALF, IALF, MER) 
IF(MER. NE. O)GO TO 110 
NI=NI+1 
IF(IALF. EQ. I1)GO TO 30 
TO=ALF 
IO=IALF 
THRO=THRALF 
GO TO 40 
T1=ALF 
I1=IALF 
THR1=THRALF 
IF(NI. GE. NIT)GO TO 60 
IF(ABS(THRO). GT. EI. OR. ABS(THRl) . GT. EI)GO ETOU=ABS(T1-TO) 
IF(ABS(THRO). LT. ABS(THR1))GO TO 70 
Tt1EW=T1 
E ROU=THR1 
RETURN 
THEW=TO 
EROU=THRO 
RETURN 
THE REAL PART DOES NOT CHANGE SIGN 
FLAG(1)=I0 
RETURN 
FAILURE IN TETA 
WRITE(6,301)T0 
GO TO 120 
WRITE(6,302)T1 
GO TO 120 
WRITE(6,303)ALF 
WRITE(6,305)AL, GK, GNA, MEP 
FLAG(2)=MER 
RETURN 
FORMAT(2X, 'TO Fl 3.10, 'DEGREES 
FORtIAT(2X, 'T1=', F18.10, 'DEGREES') 
FORMAT(2X, 'ALF=', F18.10, 'DEGREES') 
FORMAT(2X, 'FAILURE IN TETA INSIDE TLMEL 
FOR(GMAT(2X, 'AL=', F18.10,2X, 'GK=', F7.2,2X, 
END 
TO 10 
FOR TEMPERATURE ABOVE') 
'GNA=', F7.2,2X, 'PIER=', I4) 
Ib 
SUBROUTINE NNACCI(XO, Xl, T0, TI, ERIN, EROUT, NI17, IIOUT, FLAG) 
COMMON/ZERO/XLAM, XT, GK, GNA 
REAL ERIN(6), EROUT(6) 
INTEGER NIN(4), NOUT(4), FLAG(6) 
NIT=NIN(1) 
EI=ERIN(1) 
NOUT(2)=0 
NOUT(3) =0 
DELTA1=-(1. -SQRT(5. ))/2. 
DELTA2=DELTA1*DELTAI 
ALF=XO+DELTA2*(X1-XO) 
BET=XO+DELTA1*(X1-XO) 
C* INITIAL BLOCK 
1 CALL TLPNEL(XO, TO, TI, FO, GK, GNA, NIT, IOUT, EI, EO, ETO, FLAG) 
IF(FLAG(1). NE. O)GO TO 1000 
IF(FLAG(2). N E. 0)RETURN 
NOUT(1)=MAXO(IOUT, NOUT(1) 
CALL TLMEL(X1, T0, T1, F1, GK, GNA, NIT, IOUT, EI, E1, ETI, FLAG) 
IF(FLAG(1). NE. O)GO TO 1000 
IF (FLAG (2) .NE. 0) RETURN 
NOUT(1)=MAXO(IOUT, NOUT(1)) 
CALL TLMEL(ALF, T0, T1, FA, GK, GNA, NIT, IOUT, EI, EA, ETA, FLAG) 
IF(FLAG(1). NE. O)GO TO 1000 
IF(FLAG(2) NE. 0) RETURN 
NOUT(1) =MAXO(IOUT, NOUT(1) ) 
CALL TLMEL(BET, T0, T1, FB, GK, GNA, NIT, IOUT, EI, EB, ETB, FLAG) 
IF(FLAG(1). NE. O)GO TO 1000 
IF(FLAG(2). NE. O)RETURN 
NOUT(1)=MAXO(IOUT, NOUT(1) ) 
IF(NOUT(2). GE. NIN(2) )GO TO 21 
C* REDUCTION OF INTERVAL IN T 
2 VAR=(AMIN1(FO, FA, FB, F1)-T0)/FLOAT(PIOUT(2)+2) 
TO=AMAX1(TO, AMIN1(FA, FB, F0, F1)-VAR) 
T1=AtiIN1(T1, (AMAX1(FA, FB, F0, F1)+2. *T1)/3. ) 
i3ý 
C* CENTRAL BLOCK 
IF(FA. GT. FB)GO TO 10 
XO=ALF 
FO=FA 
ED=EA 
ETO =ETA 
ALF=BET 
FA=FB 
EA=EB 
ETA=ETB 
BET=XO+DELTA1*(X1-X0) 
CALL TLMEL(BET, T0, T1, FB, GK, GNIA, NIT, IOUT, EI, EB, ETB, FLAG) 
IF(FLAG(1). NE. O)GO TO 1000 
IF(FLAG(2). NE. O)RETURN 
NOUT(1) =llAXO(IOUT, NOUT(1) ) 
GO TO 20 
10 X1=BET 
F1=FB 
E1=EB 
ETI=ETB 
BET=ALF 
FB=FA 
EB=EA 
ETB=ETA 
ALF=XO+DELTA2*(X1-X0) 
CALL TLt1EL(ALF, T0, T1, FA, GK, GNA, NIT, IOUT, EI, EA, ETA, FLAG) 
IF(FLAG(1). NE. 0)GO TO 1000 
IF(FLAG(2). NE. O)RETURN 
NOUT(1)=MAXO(IOUT, NOUT(1)) 
20 NOUT(2)=NOUT(2)+1 
IF(NOUT(2). LE. NIN(2). AND. (X1-XO). GE. ERIN(3))GO TO 2 
/3& 
C* SUCCESSFUL RETURN 
21 EROUT(2)=AMAX1(FO, FI, FA, FB)-AMID? 1(FO, FI, FA, FB) 
EROUT(3)=X1-X0 
IF(FA. GT. FB)GO TO 40 
XT=FB 
EROUT(1)=EB 
EROUT(4)=ETB 
XLAM=BET 
RETURN 
40 XT=FA 
XLAM=ALF 
EROUT(1)=EA 
EROUT(4)=ETA 
RETURN 
C* EXPANSION OF INTERVAL IN T 
1000 VAR=(T1-T0)/FLOAT(NIN(1)) 
NOUT(3)=NOUT(3)+1 
IF(NOUT(3). GT. NIN(2))GO TO 1002 
IF(FLAG(1). LT. O)GO TO 1001 
T1=TI+VAR 
FLAG(1)=0 
GO TO 1 
1001 TO=TO-VAR 
FLAG(1)=0 
GO TO 1 
C* TOO MANY EXPANSIONS - ERROR MESSAGES 
1002 FWRITE(6,100)T0, T1 
WRITE(6,200)XO, XI, GK, GNA 
WRITE( 6 . 300) NOUT(2) , NOUT(3 ) 
FLAG(3)=4 
RETURN 
100 FORMAT(//2X, 'TOO MANY EXPANSIONS , T0=', F8.4,2X, 'T1=' 200 FORMAT(2X, 'ALO=', F9.4,2X, 'AL1=', F9.4,2X, 'K: =', F6.1,2X, 
300 FORMAT(2X, I4, 'ITERATIONS', 5X, I4, 'EXPANSIONS') 
END 
, F8.4) 
'NA=', F6.1) 
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SUBROUTINES THAT EVALUATE THE FORMULAE IN APPENDIX 2 
THE VARIABLES AL, T, GK, GNJA ENTER AS THE COMMON BLOCK /ZEPO/. 
THE SUBROUTINES ARE DIVIDED IN THREE GROUPS: 
Uri SUBROUTINES THAT EVALUATE THE DERIVATIVES OF-- , AND CALL THE OTHER TWO GROUPS 
ANTES: CALLS ALL OTHER SUBROUTINES IN THE GROUP 
DERIVA: CALLS SUBROUTINES IN THE GROUP 
BIBLIOTECA. ESTABLISHES THE COM'1ON BLOCK 
/DERI/ 
VSOP: CALLS GROUPS P1 AND P2. OUTPUTS ERROR 
MESSAGES FROM NAG SUBROUTINES. 
P1 SUBROUTINES THAT EVALUATE THE SECOND GROUP OF 
FORt1ULAE IN APPENDIX 1 
P2 SUBROUTINES THAT COMPUTE TERMS IN THE TAYLOR 
EXPANSION OF P (SEE APPENDIX 1) 
I yo 
ors 
SUBROUTINE ANTES(DAZ, DAL, DAZZ, DAZL, DALL, MER) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COr1MON/ZERO/AL, T, GK, GNA 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
COrUMON/DERI/QFri11(4,4), QFM12(4,4) , QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COrtr10N/UM/A (4 , 4) , EIG(2) TETA 
TIER=0 
CALL MARIA (AL, T, GK, GNA, A) 
CALL PREPAR(A, QC, QD, TETA, PC ,E IG, MER) 
IF(MER. NE. O)GO TO 1000 
DO 1 I=1,4 
QCB(I)=CONJG(QC(I)) 
1 QDB(I)=CONJG(QD(I) ) 
LIM=7 
LINF=4 
CALL INFI(AL, XA, XB, XINF, LIM, LINF) 
CALL DERIVA(XA, XB, XINF) 
CALL VSOP(DAZ, DAL, DAZZ, DAZL, DALL, MIER) 
RETURN 
1000 V7RITE(6,2000)AL, T, GK, GNA 
WRITE(6,3000)MER 
RETURN 
, QFC(4,4,414,4,4) 
, QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
2000 FORMAT(/15X, 'AL=', F15.10, 'T=', F15.10, 'GK=', F4.1, 'GNA=', F4.1) 
3000 FORI'IAT(2X, 'FAILURE IN PREPAR, IN ANTES: MER=', 14/) 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DERIVA(XA, XB, XINF) 
IMPLICIT CO? IPLEX(O, P, Q) 
CO? IMON/ZERO/AL, T, GK, GNA 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
COHMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), ()FM12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
CALL MIX11(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFM11) 
CALL MIX12(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, OFM112) 
CALL MIX21(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFM21) 
CALL MIX31(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFM31) 
CALL PAR2(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFS) 
CALL PAR3(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFT) 
CALL PAR4(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, OFQ) 
CALL PAR5(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFC) 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE VSOP(DAZ, DAL, DAZZ, DAZL, DALL, MER) 
IMPLICIT COIIPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COt1MON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFtil2(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4), QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
COtIMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4), QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
CO? Ut"10N/UM/PC(4,4) , QC(4) , QCB(4) , QD(4) , QDB(4) COIIMON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2), TETA 
COMPLEX QAO(4), QA1(4), QA2(4), QA3(4), QBO(4), QB2(4) 
COMPLEX OB(4), QF2(4), PHO(4), PH1(4), PH2(4) 
MER=0 
CALL A0(QAO, MER) 
IF(MER. EQ. 0)GO TO 1 
MER=MER+10 
VIRITE(6,100) 
RETURN 
1 CALL A2(QA2, MER) 
IF(MER. EQ. O)GO TO 2 
MER=MER+20 
VIRITE(6,200) 
RETURN 
2 CALL PQ100(QAO, QA2, OB, OUX, DAZ, XQ100) 
CALL Al (OB, QA1 , tIER) 
IF(MER. EQ. 0)GO TO 3 
MER=MER+30 
WRITE(6,300)t1ER 
RETURN 
3 CALL A3(QA2, QA3, MER) 
IF(MER. EQ. O)GO TO 4 
tiER=MER+40 
WRITE(6,400) 
RETURN 
4 CALL B0(QAO, QA1, QA2, QBO, MER) 
IF(MER. EQ. 0)GO TO 5 
MER=MER+50 
WRITE(6,500) 
RETURN 
5 CALL B2(QAO, QA1, QA2, QA3, QB2, MER) 
IF(MER. EQ. O)GO TO 6 
MER=MER+60 
WRITE(6,600) 
RETURN 
6 CALL F2(QA2, QF2, MER) 
IF(? IER. EQ. 0)GO TO 7 
MER=MER+70 
WRITE(6,700) 
RETURN 
7 CALL HUM (PH1, MER) 
IF(MER. EQ. O)GO TO 8 
MER=MER+80 
WRITE(6,800)MER 
RETURN 
1 -li 
8 CALL E10(QAO, PH1, PHO, NNER) 
IF(MER. EQ. O)GO TO 9 
£IER=MER+90 
WRITE(6,900) 
RETURN 
9 CALL H2(QA2, PH1, PH2, MER) 
IF(HER. EQ. 0)GO TO 10 
MER=MER+100 
WRITE(6,1000) 
RETURN 
10 CALL PQ010(DAL, XQ010) 
CALL P020(PH1, DALL) 
CALL P101(QF2, XP101) 
CALL P110(QAO, QA1, QA2, PHO, PH1, PH2, iXP110) 
CALL P200(QAO, QA1, QA2, QA3, QBO, QB2, XP200) 
DAZZ=XP200+XP101*XQ100 
DAZL=XP110+XP101*XQ010 
RETURN 
100 FORMAT(//2X, 'ERROR IN BIBLO/P1/A0') 
200 FORMAT(//2X, 'ERROR IN BIBLO/P1/A2') 
300 FORMAT(//2X, 'ERROR IN BIBLO/P1/A1 MER=', 14) 
400 FORMAT(//2X, 'ERROR IN BIBLO/P1/A3') 
500 FORPNAT(//2X, 'ERROR IN BIBLO/P1/BO') 
600 FORMAT(//2X, 'ERROR IN BIBLO/P1/B2') 
700 FOR. "NAT(//2X, 'ERROR IN BIBLO/P1/F2') 
800 FORPNAT(//2X, 'ERROR IN BIBLO/P1/HUM MER=', I4) 
900 FORr1AT(//2X, 'ERROR IN BIBLO/P1/HO') 
1000 FORtIAT(//2X, 'ERROR IN BIBLO/Pl/H2') 
END 
I'l y 
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SUBROUTINE AO(QAO, MER) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
REAL WK(4) 
COMPLEX PA(4,4), PP(4,1), PAO(4,1), QAO(4), PS(4) 
COMMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFM12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COPIMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COPIMON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COMMON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2), TETA 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QC, QCB, PS) 
DO 2 I=1,4 
PP(I, 1)=PS(I)*CMPLX(-. 5,0. ) 
DO 2 J=1,4 
PA(I, J)=CIMPLX(A(I, J), 0. ) 
MER=O 
CALL F04ADF(PA, 4, PP, 4,4,1, PAO, 4, WK, MER) 
IF(11ER. NE. 0) RETURN 
DO 3 I=1,4 
QAO(I)=PAO(I, 1) 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE A1(OB, QA1, MER) 
IMPLICIT COr1PLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX QA1(4), QV(4), OB(4) 
CCIIMON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COMMON/UPI/A(4,4) , EIG(2) TETA 
DO 1 I=1,4 
QV(I)=1.5*OB(I) 
MER=O 
CALL COtIDIC(PC, TETA, EIG, QV, QA1,1-1ER) 
RETURN 
END 
i `ic 
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SUBROUTINE A2 (QA2 , f! ER) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFM12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COrlMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/Ur1/PC(4,4), QC(4), OCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COr! MON/UN/A(4,4), EIC(2), TETA 
REAL WK(4) 
COMPLEX QA2(4), OU(4), PA2(4,1), PE(4,1), OA(4,4) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QC, QC, OU) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
PE(I, 1)=OU(I)*CMPLX(-. 25,0. ) 
OA(I, I)=CrlPLX(0., -2. *TETA) 
DO 1 J=1,4 
OA(I, J)=OA(I, J)+Cr7PLX(A(I, J), O. ) 
MER=0 
CALL F04ADF(OA, 4, PE, 4,4,1, PA2,4,67K, MER) 
I F(MER. PIE. O) RETURN) 
DO 2 I=1,4 
QA2(I)=PA2(I, 1) 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE A3(QA2, QA3, MER) 
IMPLICIT COtIPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COr-IMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFr112(4,4) , QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) COtiMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COt1t1ON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), OD(4), QDB(4) 
COMMON/UPi/A(4,4), EIG(2), TETA 
COMPLEX QA2(4), QA3(4), OK(4), OL(4) 
COMPLEX PA(4,4), PS(4,1), PE(4,1) 
REAL WK(4) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QA2, QC, OK) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QC, QC, QC, OL) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
PA(I, I)=CMPLX(0., -3. *TETA) 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(-1.5,0. )*OK(I) 
PE(I, 1)=PE(I, 1)-Ct"IPLX(. 125,0. )*OL(I) 
DO 1 J=1,4 
PA(I, J)=PA(I, J)+CMPLX(A(I, J), 0. ) 
MER=O 
CALL F04ADF(PA, 4, PE, 4,4,1, PS, 4, VWK, MER) 
IF(tIER. NE. 0) RETURN 
DO 2 I=1,4 
QA3(I)=PS(I, 1) 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE BO(QAO, QA1, QA2, QBO, MER) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFt, 112(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COtIMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COrIMON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COMMON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2), TETA 
REAL WK(4) 
COMPLEX QAO(4), QA1(4), QA2(4), QBO(4), Q2A(4) 
COMPLEX OI(4), OJ(4), OK(4), OL(4), OM(4), ON(4) 
COMPLEX PA(4,4), PE(4,1), PS(4,1) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
Q2A(I)=COrIJG(QA2(I) ) 
DO 1 J=1,4 
PA(I, J)=CMPLX(A(I, J), 0. ) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QA1, QCB, OI) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QA2, QCB, QCB, OJ) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QAO, QAO, OK) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QA2, Q2A, OL) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QAO, QC, QCB, OM) 
CALL DERIF4(QFQ, QC, QC, QCB, QCB, ON) 
DO 2 I=1,4 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(4. *REAL(OI(I))+3. *REAL(OJ(I)), O. ) 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(3., 0. )*(OK(I)+OM(I))+PE(I, 1) 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(6., 0. )*OL(I)+pE(I, 1) 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(-. 375,0. )*ONI(I)-PE(I, 1) 
HER=O 
CALL F04ADF(PA, 4, PE, 4,4,1, PS, 4, WK, MER) 
IF(MER. NE. O)RETURN 
DO 3 I=1,4 
QBO(I)=PS(I, 1) 
RETURN 
END 
'j 
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SUBROUTINE B2(OAO, QA1, QA2, QA3, QB2, tlER) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFM12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COMHON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COtINON/UM/A(4,4) , EIG(2) TETA 
REAL WK(4) 
COMPLEX QAO(4), QA1(4), QA2(4), QA3(4), QB2(4) 
COMPLEX OU(4), OV(4), OW(4), OX(4), OY(4), OZ(4) 
COMPLEX PA(4,4), PE(4,1), PS(4,1) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QAl, QC, OU) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QA3, QCB, OV) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QAO, QA2, OW) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QAO, QC, QC, OX) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QA2, QC, QCB, OY) 
CALL DERIF4(QFQ, QC, QC, QC, QCB, OZ) 
DO 2 I=1,4 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(2., 0. )*(OU(I)+OV(I)) 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(6., 0. )*OW(I)+PE(I, 1) 
PE(I, 1) =Ct. 4PLX(1.5,0. ) *OX(I)+PE(I, l) 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(3., 0. )*OY(I)+PE(I, 1) 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(-. 25,0. )*OZ(I)-PE(I, 1) 
PA(I, I)=CMPLX(0., 2. *TETA) 
DO 2 J=1,4 
PA(I, J)=CMPLX(A(I, J), 0. )-PA(I, J) 
CALL F04ADF(PA, 4, PE, 4,4,1, PS, 4, WK, MER) 
IF(MER. NE. O)RETURN 
DO 3 I=1,4 
QB2(I)=PS(I, 1) 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFMM31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE F2(QA2, QF2, PIER) 
IMPLICIT COtIPLEX(O, P, Q) 
CO11fMON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COt1MON/Uf4/A(4,4) , EIG(2) TETA 
REAL WK(4) 
COMPLEX QA2(4), QF2(4), OA(4,4), OE(4,1), OS(4,1) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
OA(I, I)=CMPLX(0., 2. *TETA) 
OE(I, 1)=OA(I, I)*QA2(I) 
DO 1 J=1,4 
1 OA(I, J)=CNNPLX(A(I, J), 0. )-OA(I, J) 
MER=0 
CALL F04ADF(OA, 4, OE, 4,4,1, OS, 4, l, 7K, MER) 
IF(IFA. NE. 0)RETURN 
DO 2 I=1,4 
2 QF2(I)=OS(I, 1) 
RETURN 
END 
I S*i 
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SUBROUTINE HO(QAO, PHI, PHO, MER) 
IMPLICIT COMIPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COltMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFM12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COf1MON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COPtMON/UMi/PC(414) , QC(4) , QCB(4) , QD(4) , QDB(4) 
COtIMON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2) , TETA 
REAL WK(4) 
COMPLEX QAO(4), PH1(4), PHO(4), OV(4), OX(4), OY(4) 
COMPLEX PA(4,4), PE(4,1), PS(4,1) 
CALL DERIF1(QFM11, QAO, OV) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, PH1, QCB, OX) 
CALL DERIF2(QFM21, QC, QCB, OY) 
DO 2 I=1,4 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(. 5,0. )*OY(I)+OV(I) 
PE(I, 1)=-PE(I, 1)-CMPLX(2. *REAL(OX(I)), 0. ) 
DO 2 J=1,4 
PA(I, J)=CMPLX(A(I, J), 0. ) 
CALL F04ADF(PA, 4, PE, 4,4,1, PS, 4,47K, MIER) 
IF(MER. EQ. 0)RETURN 
DO 3 I=1,4 
PHO(I)=PS(I, 1) 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE HUM(PH1, PEER) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COi1MON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFM12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFtl2l(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COMt1ON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COMt1ON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2), TETA 
COMPLEX PH1(4) QV(4) 
CALL DERIF1(QFM11, QC, QV) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
QV(I)=CMPLX(. 5,0. )*QV(I) 
CALL CONDIC(PC, TETA, EIG, QV, PHl, 1'IER) 
IF(MER. NE. O)GO TO 1000 
MER=O 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFrs31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE H2(QA2, PH1, PH2, MER) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMIMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFM12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COi"tMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COMMON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2), TETA 
REAL WK (4 ) 
COMPLEX QA2(4), PH1(4), PH2(2), OV(4), OX(4), OY(4) 
COMPLEX PA(4,4), PE(4,1), PS(4,1) 
CALL DERIF1(QFM11, QA2, OV) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, PH1, QC, OX) 
CALL DERIF2 (QFM21, QC , QC , OY) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
PE(I, 1)=CMPLX(. 25,0. )*OY(I) 
PE(I, 1)=-PE(I, 1)-OV(I)-OX(I) 
PA(I, I)=CMPLX(0., 2. *TETA) 
DO 1 J=1,4 
PA(I, J)=CMPLX(A(I, J), 0. )-PA(I, J) 
MER=O 
CALL F04ADF(PA, 4, PE, 4,4,1, PS, 4, WK, MER) 
IF(MER. NE. 0)RETURN 
DO 2 I=1,4 
PH2(I)=PS(I, 1) 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFtl31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE P020(PHI, DALL) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFM12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDA(4) 
COMMON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2), TETA 
COMPLEX OV(4), OU(4), PH1(4) 
CALL DERIF1(QFM11, PH1, OV) 
CALL DERIF1(QFM12, QC, OU) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
OU(I)=CMPLX(. 25,0. )*OU(I)+OV(I) 
OX=OX-OU(I)*QDB(I) 
DALL=REAL(OX) 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE P101(QF2, XP101) 
IMPLICIT COt4PLEX(O, P, Q) 
COtIMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFM12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COttMON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COrIMON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2) , TETA 
COMPLEX QF2(4), OU(4) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QF2, QCB, OU) 
DO 2 I=1,4 
OS=OS-OU(I)*QDB(I) 
XP101=. 25*REAL(OS) 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, 
QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE P110(QAO, QA1, QA2, PHO, PH1, PH2, XP110) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFt112(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4), QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
COtIMMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4), QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
COt1MON/UM/PC (4 , 4) , QC (4) , QCB (4) , QD (4) , QDB (4 ) 
COMt1ON/UNI/A(4,4) , EIG(2) TETA 
COMPLEX QAO(4), QA1(4), QA2(4), PHO(4), PH1(4), PHB(4), PH2(4) 
COMPLEX QGA(4), OA(4), OB(4), OC(4), OD(4), OE(4), OF(4) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
1 PHB (I) =CONIJG(PH1(I) ) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, PHI, QAO, OA) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, PHB, QA2, OB) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, P112, QCB, OC) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, PHO, QC, OD) 
CALL DERIF3 (QFT, PHB, QC , QC , OE) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, PH1, QC, QCB, OF) 
DO 2 I=1,4 
QGA(I)=(OC(I)+OD(I)+OF(I))*CMPLX(. 5,0. ) 
QGA(I)=QGA(I)+OA(I)+OB(I) 
2 QGA(I)=QGA(I)+OE(I)*CMPLX(. 25,0. ) 
CALL DERIF1(QFM11, QA1, OA) 
CALL DERIF2(QFM21, QAO, QC, OB) 
CALL DERIF2(QFM21, QA2, QCB, OC) 
CALL DERIF3 (QFM31, QC , QC , QCB, OD) 
DO 3 I=1,4 
QGA(I)=QGA(I)+OA(I)/CMPLX(3., 0. ) 
OB(I)=0B(I)+OC(I)+CMPLX(. 25,0. )*OD(I) 
QGA(I)=QGA(I)+OB(I)*CMPLX(. 5,0. ) 
3 OS=OS-QGA(I)*QDB(I) 
XP110=. 5*REAL(OS) 
RETURN 
END 
I-f 
SUBROUTINE P200(QAO, QA1, QA2, QA3, QBO, QB2, XP200) 
IMPLICIT COrIPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFMi12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4), QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
COttMiON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFti21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4), QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
COt1MON/U? i/PC(4,4) , QC(4) , QCB(4) , QD(4) , QDB(4) 
COt1MON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2) , TETA 
COMPLEX QAO(4), QA1(4), QA2(4), QA3(4), P1(4), P2(4) 
COMPLEX OA(4), OB(4), OC(4), OD(4), OE(4), OF(4), OG(4) 
COt1PLEX QBO (4) , QB2 (4 ) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
Pl(I)=CONJG(QA1(I)) 
1 P2(I)=CONJG(QA2(I)) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QAO, QAO, QC, OA) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QA2, P2, QC, OB) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QAO, QA2, QCB, OC) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, PI, QC, QC, OD) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QA1, QC, QCB, OE) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QA3, QC, QCB, OF) 
DO 2 I=1,4 
OG(I)=CMPLX(3., 0. )*(OB(I)+OC(I)+CMPLX(. 5,0. )*OA(I)) 
OG(I)=0G(I)+CMPLX(. 5,0. )*(OD(I)+OF(I)) 
2 OG(I)=0G(I)+OE(I) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QAO, QA1, OA) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, P2, QA3, OB) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, PI, QA2, OC) 
CALL DERIF4(QFQ, P2, QC, QC, QC, OD) 
CALL DERIF4(QFQ, QAO, QC, QC, QCB, OE) 
CALL DERIF4(QFQ, QA2, QC, QCB, QCB, OF) 
DO 3 I=1,4 
OG(I)=OG(I)+CMPLX(2., 0. )*(OA(I)+OB(I)+OC(I)) 
OG(I)=0G(I)+CMPLX(. 25,0. )*OD(I) 
3 OG(I)=0G(I)+CMPLX(. 75,0. )*(OE(I)+OF(I)) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QBO, QC, OA) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QB2, QCB, OB) 
CALL DERIF5(QFQ, QC, QC, QC, QCB, QCB, OC) 
DO 4 I=1,4 
OG(I)=0G(I)+CMPLX(. 5,0. )*(OA(I)+OB(I)) 
OG(I)=OG(I)+CMPLX(. 0625,0. )*OC(I) 
4 OUX=OUX-OG(I)*QDB(I) 
XP200=REAL(OUX)/24. 
RETURN 
END 
t .+ '-' 
SUBROUTINE PQ010(XP010, XQ010) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFM12(4,4), QFo(4,414,4,4), QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
COrMtMON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFM21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4), QFrI31(4,4,4,4) 
COMMON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COMNMON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2), TETA 
COMPLEX OU(4) 
CALL DERIFI(QFM11, QC, OU) 
OX=CMPLX(0., 0. ) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
OX=OX-OU(I)*QDB(I)*CMPLX(. 5,0. ) 
XP010=REAL(OX) 
XQ010=AIMAG(OX) 
RETURN 
END 
Yy 
2 
SUBROUTINE PQ100(QAO, QA2, OB, OUX, XP100, XQ100) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
CO7IMON/DERI/QFM11(4,4), QFM12(4,4), QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
COMflON/DERI/QFS(4,4,4), QFtl21(4,4,4), QFT(4,4,4,4) 
COMNON/UM/PC(4,4), QC(4), QCB(4), QD(4), QDB(4) 
COMMON/UM/A(4,4), EIG(2), TETA 
COMPLEX OB(4), OS(4), OT(4), QAO(4), QA2(4) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QC, QAO, OB) 
CALL DERIF2(QFS, QCB, QA2, OS) 
CALL DERIF3(QFT, QC, QC, QCB, OT) 
OUX=CMPLX(O. 0. ) 
DO 2 I=1,4 
OB(I)=0B(I)+OS(I)+CIIPLX(. 25,0. )*OT(I) 
OUX=OUX+QD(I)*CONJG(OB(I)) 
XP100=-. 25*REAL(OUX) 
XQ100=. 25*AIIIAG (OUX) 
RETURN 
END 
, QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
, QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
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SUBROUTINE PREPAR(A, QC, QD, TETA, PC, EIG, MERDA) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
INTEGER INT(O) 
REAL A(4,4), AA(4,4), AT(4,4), VR(4,4), VI(4,4) 
REAL RR(4), RI(4), EIG(2) 
COMPLEX PC(4,4), QC(4), QD(4) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
DO 1 J=1,4 
AA(I, J)=A(I, J) 
1 AT(I, J)=A(J, I) 
CALL F02AGF(AA, 4,4, RR, RI, VR, 4, VI, 4, INT, IFA) 
IF(IFA. NE. O)GO TO 1000 
DO 2 I=1,4 
IF(RI(I). LT.. 001)GO TO 20 
TETA=RI(I) 
DO 3 J=1,4 
QC(J)=CtIPLX(VR(J, I), VI(J, I)) 
3 PC(J, 4)=QC(J) 
GO TO 2 
20 IF(RI(I). GT. -. 001)GO TO 30 
DO 4 J=1,4 
4 PC(J, 3)=CMPLX(VR(J, I), VI(J, I)) 
GO TO 2 
30 IF(EIG(1). NE. O. )GO TO 40 
EIG(1)=RR(I) 
DO 5 J=1,4 
5 PC(J, 1)=CMPLX(VR(J, I), VI(J, I)) 
GO TO 2 
40 EIG(2) =RR(I) 
DO 6 J=1,4 
6 PC(J, 2)=CMPLX(VR(J, I), VI(J, I)) 
2 CONTINUE 
DO 90 I=1,4 
RR(I)=O. 
RI(I)=0. 
DO 90 J=1,4 
VR(I, J)=0. 
90 VI(I, J)=0. 
CALL F02AGF(AT, 4,4, RR, RI, VR, 4, VI, 4, INT, IFA) 
IF(IFA. NE. O)GO TO 1001 
DO 100 I=1,4 
IF(RI(I). GT. -. 001)GO TO 100 
DO 110 J=1,4 
110 QD(J)=CMPLX(VR(J, I), VI(J, I)) 
100 CONTINUE 
QR=CMPLX(0., 0. ) 
DO 150 I=1,4 
150 QR=QR+QD(I)*CONJG(QC(I)) 
IF(QR. EQ. O. )GO TO 1002 
i 61 
DO 200 I=1,4 
200 QD(I) =CtIPLX(2. ,0 .) *QD(I) /QR 
NERDA=0 
RETURN 
1001 t1ERDA=1 
RETURN 
1000 ZIERDA=2 
RETURN 
1002 MERDA=-1 
RETURN 
END 
i6 ýt. 
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SUBROUTINE MARIA(AL, T, GK, GNA, A) 
DIMENSION A(4,4) 
FI=3. **(T/10. -. 63) 
YCPI=EXP((AL/10. )+2.5 ) 
XGr1=((YCti-1. ) **2) *10. 
YAPM=((1. -(2.5+AL/10. ))*YCM-1. )/XGM 
Ari=(AL+25. )/(10. *(EXP(. 1*(AL+25. ))-1. )) 
YBM=(2. /9. )*EXP(AL/18. ) 
BM=4. * (EXP(AL/18. ) ) 
XMINF=AM/(AM+BM) 
XGN=(-1. +EXP(1. +(AL/10. )))**2 
YAN=(-1. -(AL/10. )*EXP((AL/10. )+l. ))/(100. *XGN) 
AN=(AL+10. )/(100. *(EXP((AL/10. )+1. )-1. )) 
YBN=(. 125/80. )*EXP(AL/80. ) 
BN=. 125*EXP(AL/80. ) 
XNINF=AN/(AN+BN) 
YAH=. 0035*EXP(AL/20. ) 
YBH=-EXP((AL/10. )+3. )/(10. *((EXP((AL/10. )+3. )+l. )**2)) 
AH=. 07*EXP(AL/20. ) 
BH=1. /(1. +EXP((AL/10. )+3. )) 
XHINF=AH/(AH+BH) 
A(3,2)=0 
A(4,2)=0 
A(4,3)=0 
A(2,3)=0 
A(2,4)=0 
A(3,4)=0 
A(1,1)=-GK*(XNINF**4)-GNA*(XtIINF**3)*XHINF-. 3 
A(1,2)=-3. *GNA*(XMINF**2)*XHINF*(AL+115. ) 
A(1,3)=-GK*4. *(XNINF**3)*(AL-12. ) 
A(1,4)=-GNA*(XMINF**3)*(AL+115. ) 
A(2,1)=(YAM*(1. -XMINF)-YBM*XMINF)*FI 
A(3,1)=(YAN*(l. -XNINF)-YBN*XNINF)*FI 
A(4,1)=(YAH*(1. -XHINF)-YBH*XHINF)*FI 
A(2,2)=-FI*(AM+BM) 
A(3,3)=-FI*(AN+BN) 
A(4,4)=-FI*(AH+BH) 
RETURN 
END 
ý; y 
SUBROUTINE INFI(AL, XA, XB, XINF, LIP4, LINF) 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
I F(LIM. LT. LINF) LIt1=LINF 
I=1 
V2=2.5+AL/10. 
E2=EXP(V2) 
F2=E2-1. 
XA(2,1)=V2/F2 
XB(2,1)=4. *EXP(AL/18. ) 
V1=1. +AL/10. 
E1=EXP(V1) 
F1=E1-1. 
XA(3,1)=. 1*V1/F1 
XB(3,1)=. 125*EXP(AL/80. ) 
XA(4,1)=. 07*EXP(AL/20. ) 
E3=EXP(3. +AL/10. ) 
XB(4,1)=1. /(1. +E3) 
IF(I. EQ. LIM)GO TO 1000 
I=I+1 
XA(2,2)=(F2-V2*E2)/(10. *(F2**2. )) 
XB(2,2)=XB(2,1)/18. 
XA(3,2)=(F1-V1*E1)/(100. *(F1**2. )) 
XB(3,2)=XB(3,1)/80. 
XA(4,2)=XA(4,1)/20. 
XB(4,2)=-E3*XB(4,1)*XB(4,1)/10. 
IF(I. EQ. LIM)GO TO 1000 
I=I+1 
GM=E2*(V2+2. +(V2-2. )*E2) 
XA(2,3)=GM/(100. *(F2**3. )) 
XB(2,3)=XB(2,2)/18. 
GN=E1*(V1+2. +E1*(V1-2. )) 
XA(3,3)=GN/(1000. *(F1**3. )) 
XB(3,3)=XB(3,1)/6400. 
XA(4,3)=XA(4,1)/400. 
XB(4,3)=XB(4,1)*XB(4,1)*XB(4,1)*E3*(E3-1. )/100. 
IF(I. EQ. LIt1)GO TO 1000 
I=I+1 
GGtl=E2*(-V2-3. +E2*(E2*(3. -V2)-4. *V2)) 
XA(2,4)=GGM/(1000. *(F2**4. )) 
XB(2,4)=XB(2,3)/18. 
GGN=E1*(-V1-3. +E1*(E1*(3. -V1)-4*V1)) 
XA(3,4)=GGN/(10000. *(F1**4. )) 
XB(3,4)=XB(3,3)/E0. 
XA(4,4)=XA(4,3)/20. 
XB(4,4)=(XB(4,1)**4. )*(4. *(E3**2. )-(E3**3. )-E3)/1000. 
IF(I. EQ. LIM)GO TO 1000 
iG 
I=I+1 
XA(2,5)=E2*(11. *V2-12. +E2*(V2-4. )) 
XA(2,5)=E2*(V2+4. +E2*(11. *V2+12. +XA(2,5))) 
XA(2,5)=XA(2,5)/(F2*F2*F2*F2*F2) 
XA(2,5)=XA(2,5)*. 0001 
XB(2,5)=XB(2,4)/18. 
XA(3,5)=E1*(11. *V1-12. +E1*(V1-4. )) 
XA(3,5)=E1*(V1+4. +E1*(11. *V1+12. +XA(3,5))) 
XA(3,5)=XA(3,5)/(Fl*F1*Fl*F1*F1) 
XA(3,5)=XA(3,5)*. 00001 
XB(3,5)=XB(3,4)*. 0125 
XA(4,5)=XA(4,4)*. 05 
XB(4,5)=E3*(11. +E3*(E3-11. )) 
XB(4,5)=E3*(XB(4,5)-1. )*XB(4,1)*XB(4,1) 
XB(4,5)=XB(4,5)*XB(4,1)*XB(4,1)*XB(4,1)*. 0001 
IF(I. EQ. LIM)GO TO 1000 
I=I+1 
XA(2,6)=E2*(-26. *V2+50. +E2*(-V2+5. )) 
XA(2,6)=E2*(-66. *V2+XA(2,6)) 
XA(2,6)=E2*(-26. *V2-50. +XA(2,6)) 
XA(2,6)=E2*(-V2-5. +XA(2,6)) 
XA(2,6)=XA(2,6)/(F2*F2*F2*F2*F2*F2) 
XA(2,6)=XA(2,6)*. 00001 
XB(2,6)=XB(2,5)/18. 
XA(3,6)=E1*(-26. *V1+50. +E1*(-V1+5. )) 
XA(3,6)=E1*(-66. *V1+XA(3,6)) 
XA(3,6)=E1*(-26. *V1-50. +XA(3,6)) 
XA(3,6)=E1*(-V1-5. +XA(3,6)) 
XA(3,6)=XA(3,6)/(F1*F1*F1*F1*F1*F1) 
XA(3,6)=XA(3,6)*. 000001 
XB(3,6)=XB(3,5)*. 0125 
XA(4,6)=XA(4,5)*. 05 
XB(4,6)=E3*(-44. +E3*(26. -E3)) 
XB(4,6)=E3*(-1. +E3*(26. +XB(4,6))) 
XB(4,6)=XB(4,6)*(XB(4,1)**6)*. 00001 
IF(I. EQ. LIM)GO TO 1000 
i66 
1000 J=1 
AUXti=XA(2,1)+XB(2,1) 
XINF(2,1)=XA(2,1)/AUXM 
AUXN=XA(3,1)+XB(3,1) 
XINF(3,1)=XA(3,1)/AUXN 
AUXH=XA(4,1)+XB(4,1) 
XINF(4,1)=XA(4,1)/AUXH 
IF(J. EQ. LINF)RETURN 
J=J+1 
XINF(2,2)=(XA(2,2)*XB(2,1)-XA(2,1)*XB(2,2))/(AUXM*AUXM) 
XINF(3,2)=(XA(3,2)*XB(3,1)-XA(3,1)*XB(3,2))/(AUXN*AUXN) 
XINF(4,2)=(XA(4,2)*XB(4,1)-XA(4,1)*XB(4,2))/(AUXH*AUXH) 
IF(J. EQ. LINF)RETURN 
J=J+1 
XINF(2,3)=(XA(2,3)*XB(2,1)-XA(2,1)*XB(2,3))/AUYM'1 
XINF(2,3)=(XINF(2,3)-2. *(XA(2,2)+XB(2,2))*XINF(2,2))/AUXM 
XINF(3,3)=(XA(3,3)*XB(3,1)-XA(3,1)*XB(3,3))/AUXN 
XINF(3,3)=(XINF(3,3)-2. *(XA(3,2)+XB(3,2))*XINF(3,2))/AUXN 
XINF(4,3)=(XA(4,3)*XB(4,1)-XA(4,1)*XB(4,3))/AUXH 
XINF(4,3)=(XINF(4,3)-2. *(XA(4,2)+XB(4,2))*XINF(4,2))/AUXH 
IF(J. EQ. LINF)RETURN 
J=J+1 
RETURN 
EUID 
16 r 
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SUBROUTINE PAR2(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFS) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O-Q) 
COMPLEX QFS(4,4,4) 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
FI=3. **(T/10. -. 63) 
QFS(1,1,2)=CMPLX(-3. *GNA*(XINF(2,1)**2)*XINF(4,1), 0. ) 
QFS(1,1,3)=CMPLX(-4. *(XINF(3,1)**3. )*GK, O. ) 
QFS(1,1,4)=CNNPLX(-GNA*(XINF(2,1)**3. ), 0. ) 
QFS(1,2,2)=CMPLX(-6. *GNA*XINF(2,1)*XINF(4,1)*(AL+115. ), 0. ) 
QFS(1,2,4)=CliPLX(-3. *GNA*(XINF(2,1)**2. )*(AL+115. ), O. ) 
QFS(1,3,3)=CMPLX(-12. *(XINF(3,1)**2. )*(AL-12. )*GK, O. ) 
DO 2 J=2,4 
QFS(J, 1,1)=CMPLX(FI*(XA(J, 3)-XINF(J, 1)*(XA(J, 3)+XB(J, 3))), 0. ) 
QFS(J, 1, J)=CMPLX(-FI*(XA(J, 2)+XB(J, 2)), 0., ) 
QFS(J, J, 1)=QFS(J, 1, J) 
DO 1 J=2,4 
DO 1 K=1, J-1 
QFS(1, J, K)=QFS(1, K, J) 
RETURN 
END 
i63 
SUBROUTINE PAR3(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFT) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX QFT(4,4,4,4) 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
FI=3. **(T/10. -. 63) 
QFT(1,1,2,2)=CMPLX(*-6. *GNA*XINF(2,1)*XINF(4,1), 0) 
QFT(1,1,2,4)=CMPLX(-3. *GNA*(XINF(2,1)**2. ), 0) 
QFT(1,1,3,3)=CMPLX(-12. *GK*(XINF(3,1)**2. ), 0) 
QFT(1,2,2,2)=CMPLX(-6. *GNA*XINF(4,1)*(AL+115. ), 0) 
QFT(1,2,2,4)=CMPLX(-6. *GNA*XINF(2,1)*(AL+115. ), 0) 
QFT(1,3,3,3)=CMPLX(-24. *GK*XINF(3,1)*(AL-12. ), 0) 
DO 1 J=2,4 
QFT(J, 1,1,1)=CMPLX(FI*(XA(J, 4)-XINF(J, 1)*(XA(J, 4)+XB(J, 4))), 0) 
QFT(J, 1,1, J)=CMPLX(-FI*(XA(J, 3)+XB(J, 3)), 0) 
QFT(J, 1, J, 1)=QFT(J, 1,1, J) 
1 QFT(J, J, 1,1)=QFT(J, 1,1, J) 
DO 2 J=1,4 
DO 2 K=1,4 
DO 2 L=1,4 
IF(L. LE. J. AND. J. LE. K)QFT(1, J, K, L)=QFT(1, L, J, K) 
IF(L. LE. K. AND. K. LE. J)QFT(1, J, K, L)=QFT(1, L, K, J) 
IF(J. LE. L. AND. L. LE. K)QFT(1, J, K, L)=QFT(1, J, L, K) 
IF(K. LE. L. AND. L. LE. J)QFT(1, J, K, L)=QFT(1, K, L, J) 
IF(K. LE. J. AND. J. LE. L)QFT(1, J, K, L)=QFT(1, K, J, L) 
2 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
IG3 
SUBROUTINE PAR4(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFQ) 
IMPLICIT COrIPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX QFQ(4,4,4,4,4) 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
FI=3. **(T/10. -. 63) 
Vi1A=AL+115. 
VK=AL-12. 
QFQ(1,1,2,2,2)=CMPLX(-6. *GNA*XINF(4,1), 0. ) 
QFQ(1,1,3,3,3)=CMPLX(-24. *GK*XINF(3,1), 0. ) 
QFQ(1,2,2,2,4)=CMPLX(-6. *GNA*VNA, O. ) 
QFQ(1,3,3,3,3)=CMPLX(-24. *GK*VK, O. ) 
DO 1 I=2,4 
AUX=(1. -XINF(I, 1))*XA(I, 5)-XINF(I, 1)*XB(I, 5) 
QFQ(I, 1,1,1,1)=CMPLX(FI*AUX, O. ) 
QFQ(I, 1,1,1, I)=CMPLX(-FI*(XA(I, 4)+XB(I, 4)), 0. ) 
QFQ(I, 1,1, I, 1)=QFQ(I, 1,1,1, I) 
QFQ(I, 1, I, 1,1)=QFQ(I, 1,1,1, I) 
1 QFQ(I, I, 1,1,1)=QFQ(I, 1,1,1, I) 
DO 2 I=2,3 
QFQ(1, I, 1, I, I)=QFQ(1,1, I, I, I) 
QFQ(1, I, I, 1, I)=QFQ(1,1, I, I, I) 
2 QFQ(1, I, I, I, 1)=QFQ(1,1, I, I, I) 
QFQ(1,2,2.4,2)=QFQ(1,2,2,2,4) 
QFQ(1,2,4,2,2)=QFQ(1,2,2,2,4) 
QFQ(1,4,2,2,2)=QFQ(1,2,2,2,4) 
P=CMPLX(-6. *GNA*XINF(2,1), 0. ) 
DO 3 I=1,4,3 
IF(I. EQ. 1)J=4 
IF(I. EQ. 4)J=1 
QFQ(1,2,2, I, J)=P 
QFQ(1,2, I, 2, J)=P 
QFQ(1,2, I, J, 2)=P 
QFQ(1, I, 2,2, J)=P 
QFQ(1, I, 2, J, 2)=P 
3 QFQ(1, I, J, 2,2)=P 
RETURN 
END 
ro 
SUBROUTINE PAR5(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFC) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX QFC(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
FI=3. **(T/10. -. 63) 
DO 1 I=2,4 
AUX=(1. -XINF(I, 1))*XA(I, 6)-XINF(I, 1)*XB(I, 6) 
QFC(I, 1,1,1,1,1)=CMPLX(FI*AUX, O. ) 
P=CMPLX(-FI*(XA(I, 5)+XB(I, 5)), 0. ) 
QFC(I, 1,1,1,1, I)=P 
QFC(I, 1,1,1, I, 1)=P 
QFC(I, 1,1, I, 1,1)=P 
QFC(I, 1, I, 1,1,1)=P 
QFC(I, I, l, l, l, l)=P 
P=CMPLX(-24. *GK, O. ) 
QFC(1,1,3,3,3,3)=P 
QFC(1,3,1,3,3,3)=P 
QFC(1,3,3,1,3,3)=P 
QFC(1,3,3,3,1,3)=P 
QFC(1,3,3,3,3,1)=P 
P=CMPLX(-6. *GNA, O. ) 
DO 2 I=1,4,3 
IF(I. EQ. 1)J=4 
IF(I. EQ. 4)J=1 
QFC(1,2,2,2, I, J)=P 
QFC(1,2,2, I, 2, J)=P 
QFC(1,2,2, I, J, 2)=P 
QFC(1,2, I, 2,2, J)=P 
QFC(1,2, I, 2, J, 2)=P 
QFC(1,2, I, J, 2,2)=P 
QFC(1, I, 2,2,2, J)=P 
QFC(1, I, 2,2, J, 2)=P 
QFC(1, I, 2, J, 2,2)=P 
2 QFC(1, I, J, 2,2,2)=P 
RETURN 
END 
I RI 
SUBROUTINE MIX11(AL, T, GK, GPIA, XA, XB, XINJF, QFM11) 
IMPLICIT COFIPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX QFM11(4,4) 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
FI=3. **(T/10. -. 63) 
VNA=AL+115. 
VK=AL-12. 
DM1=3. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,2)*XINF(4,1) 
Dtt1=DM1+(XINF(2,1)**3. )*XItIF(4,2) 
DN1=4. *XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,2) 
QFM11(1,1)=CMPLX(-GNA*DM1-GK*DN1,0. ) 
AUX=6. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,2)*XINF(4,1) 
AUX=VNA*(AUX+3. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,1)*XINF(4,2)) 
QFtM11(1,2)=CMPLX(-GNA*(AUX+3. *XINF(2,1)*XIPNF(2,1)*XINF(4,1)), 0. ) 
AUX=VK*12. *XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,2) 
QFtM11(1,3)=CMPLX(-GK*(AUX+4. *XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,1)), 0. ) 
AUX=VNA*3. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,2) 
QFM11(1,4)=CMPLX(-GNA*(AUX+XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,1)), 0. ) 
DO 1 J=2,4 
QFM11(J, J)=CMPLX(-FI*(XA(J, 2)+XB(J, 2)), 0. ) 
OUX=CMPLX(FI*(XA(J, 3)*(1. -XINF(J, 1))-XB(J, 3)*XINF(J, 1)), 0. ) 
QFtill(J, 1)=QFM11(J, 2)*CMPLX(XINF(J, 2), 0. )+OUX 
RETURN 
END 
.ý sýý. 
SUBROUTINE t1IX12(AL, T, GK, GIIA, XA, XB, XIPIF, QFM12) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX QFM12(4,4) 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
FI=3. **(T/10. -. 63) 
VNA=AL+115. 
VK=AL-12. 
DM92=6. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,2)*XINF(2,2)*XINF(4,1) 
DPt2=DM2+3. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,3)*XINF(4,1) 
DM2=DM2+6. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,2)*XINF(4,2) 
DM2=DM2+(XINF(2,1)**3. )*XIIIF(4,3) 
DN2=12. *XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,2)*XINF(3,2) 
DN2=DN2+4. *(XINF(3,1)**3. )*XINF(3,3) 
QFt112(1,1)=CMPLX(-GNA*DM2-GK*DN2,0. ) 
AUX=6. *(XINF(2,2)*XINF(2,2)+XINF(2,1)*XIINF(2,3))*XINF(4,1) 
AUX=AUX+12. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,2)*XINF(4,2) 
AUX=VNA*(AUX+3. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,1)*XINF(4,3)) 
AUX=AUX+12. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,2)*XINF(4,1) 
QFIi12(1,2)=CMPLX(-GNA*(AUX+6. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,1)*XINF(4,2)), 0. ) 
AUX=VK*XINF(3,1)*(2. *XINF(3,2)*XITIF(3,2)+XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,3)) 
AUX=AUX+2. *XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,2) 
QFM12(1,3)=CMPLX(-GK*12. *AUX, O. ) 
AUX=2. *XIIIF(2,2)*XINF(2,2)+XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,3) 
AUX=VNA*AUX+2. *XINF(2,1)*XItIF(2,2) 
QFU12(1,4)=CMPLX(-GNA*XINF(2,1)*3. *AUX, O. ) 
DO 1 J=2,4 
QFM12(J, J)=CMPLX(-FI*(XA(J, 3)+XB(J, 3)), 0. ) 
AUX=-XINF(J, 3)*(XA(J, 2)+XB(J, 2)) 
AUX=AUX+(1. -XIPIF(J, 1))*XA(J, 4) 
AUX=FI*(AUX-XINF(J, 1)*XB(J, 4)) 
QFM12(J, 1)=CMPLX(2. *XINF(J, 2), O. )*QFM12(J, J) 
QFM12(J, 1)=QFM12(J, 1)+CMPLX(AUX, O. ) 
RETURN 
END 
113 
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SUBROUTINE NIIX21(AL, T, GK, GNA, XA, XB, XINF, QFM21) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX QFM21(4,4,4) 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
FI=3. **(T/10. -. 63) 
VNA=AL+115. 
. VK=AL-12 
AUX=2. *XINF(2,2)*XINF(4,1)+XINF(2,1)*XINF(4,2) 
QFM21(1,1,2)=CMPLX(-GNA*XINF(2,1)*3. *AUX, O. ) 
QFM21(1,1,3)=CMPLX(-GK*12. *XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,2)10. ) 
QFM21(1,1,4)=CMPLX(-GNA*3. *XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,1)*XINF(2,2), 0. ) 
AUX=VNA*(XINF(2,2)*XINF(4,1)+XINF(2,1)*XIUF(4,2)) 
QFt121(1,2,2)=CMPLX(-GNA*6. *(AUX+XINF(2,1)*XINF(4,1))r0. ) 
AUX=2. *XINF(2,2)*VNA+XINF(2,1) 
QFti21(1,2,4)=CMPLX(-GNA*3. *XINF(2,1)*AUX, 0. ) 
AUX=2. *XINF(3,2)*VK+XINF(3,1) 
QFM21(1,3,3)=CMPLX(-GK*12. *XIPNF(3,1)*AUX, O. ) 
DO 1 J=2,4 
DO 1 K=1, J-1 
QFtt21(1, J, K) =QFti21(1, K, J ) 
DO 2 J=2,4 
OUX=CMPLX(FI*(XA(J, 4)*(1. -XINF(J, 1))-XB(J, 4)*XINF(J, 1)), 0. ) 
QFM21(J, 1, J)=CMPLX(-FI*(XA(J, 3)+XB(J, 3)), 0. ) 
QFti21(J, 1,1)=CMPLX(XINF(J, 2), 0. )*QFM21(J, 1, J)+OUX 
QFM21(J, J, 1)=QFM21(J, 1, J) 
RETURN 
END 
L 7q 
SUBROUTINE flIX31(AL, T, GK, GTNA, XA, XB, XIPIF, QFM31) 
1 
2 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX QFM31(4,4,4,4) 
REAL XA(4,7), XB(4,7), XINF(4,7) 
FI=3. **(T/10. -. 63) 
VMIA=AL+115. 
VK=AL-12. 
ZNA=-6. *GNA 
ZK=-24. *GK 
AUX=XINF(2,2)*XINF(4,1)+XINF(2,1)*XINF(4,2) 
QFM31(1,1,2,2)=C? IPLX(ZNNNA*AUX, O. ) 
QFM31(1,1,2,4)=CNIPLX(ZPIA*XINF(2,1) *XINF(4,1) , 0. ) 
QF'i'131(1,1,3,3)=CMPLX(ZK*XINF(3,1)*XINF(3,2), 0. ) 
AUX=XINF(4,2)*VNA+XINF(4,1) 
QFM31(1,2,2,2)=CMPLX(ZNA*AUX, O. ) 
AUX=XINF(2,2)*VNA+XINF(2,1) 
QFM31(1,2,2,4)=CMPLX(ZNA*AUX, O. ) 
AUX=XINF(3,2)*VK+XINF(3,1) 
QFM31(1,3,3,3)=CMPLX(ZK*AUX, O. ) 
DO 1 J=2,4 
QFM31(J, 1,1, J)=CMPLX(-FI*(XA(J, 4)+XF3(J, 4)), 0. ) 
OUX=CM4PLX(FI*(XA(J, 5) *(1. -XINF(J, 1) )-XB(J, 5) *XINF(J, 1) ), 0. ) 
QFM31(J, 1,1,1)=CrIPLX(XINF(J, 2), 0. )*QFM31(J, 1,1, J)+OUX 
QFM31(J, 1, J, 1)=QFM31(J, 1,1, J) 
QFt131(J, J, 1,1)=QFM31(J, 1,1, J) 
DO 2 J=1,4 
DO 2 K=1,4 
DO 2 L=1,4 
IF(L. LE. J. AND. J. LE. K)QFM31(1, J, K, L)=QFM31(1, L, J, K) 
IF(L. LE. K. AND. K. LE. J)QFM31(1, J, K, L)=QFM31(1, L, K, J) 
IF(J. LE. L. AND. L. LE. K)QFt131(1, J, K, L)=QF1131(1, J, L, K) 
IF(K. LE. L. AND. L. LE. J)QFM31(1, J, K, L)=QFM31(1, K, L, J) 
IF(K. LE. J. AND. J. LE. L)QFM31(1, J, K, L)=QFM31(1, K, J, L) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
iD 
LINEAR 
SUBROUTINES FOR MULTILINEAR ALGEBRA 
SUBROUTINES DERIF I (I=1,2,3,4,5) EVALUATE A I-LINEAR MAP ON 
I VECTORS IN 4-DIPIENSIONAL COMPLEX SPACE. 
17G 
SUBROUTINE DERIF1(Q1, PE, PS) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX 01(4,4), PE(4), PS(4) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
PS(I)=CMPLX(0., 0. ) 
DO 1 J=1,4 
PS(I)=PS(I)+Q1(I, J)*PE(J) 
RETURN 
END 
ýýý 
SUBROUTINE DERIF2(QFS, QC, QD, PV) 
COMPLEX QFS(4,4,4), QC(4), QD(4), PV(4) 
DO 2 I=1,4 
PV(I)=CPIPLX(0., 0. ) 
DO 2 J=1,4 
DO 2 K=1,4 
2 PV(I)=PV(I)+QFS(I, J, K)*QC(J)*QD(K) 
RETURN 
END 
F rd 
SUBROUTINE DERIF3(QFT, Qý, QD, QE, PS) 
COMPLEX QFT(4,4,4,4), QC(4), QD(4), QE(4), PS(4) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
PS(I)=CMMPLX(0., 0. ) 
DO 1 J=1,4 
DO 1 K=1,4 
DO 1 L=1,4 
PS(I)=PS(I)+QFT(I, J, K, L)*QC(J)*QD(K)*QE(L) 
RETURN 
END 
I -°9 
SUBROUTINE DERIF4(QLN, P1, P2, P3, P4, OUT) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX QLN(4,4,4,4,4) 
COMPLEX P1(4), P2(4), P3(4), P4(4) 
COMPLEX OUT(4) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
OUT(I)=CMPLX(0., 0. ) 
DO 1 J1=1,4 
DO 1 J2=1,4 
DO 1 J3=1,4 
DO 1 J4=1,4 
OUT( I)=OUT(I)+QLN(I, J1, J2, J3, J4)*P1(J1)*P2(J2)*P3(J3)*P4(J4) 
RETURN 
END 
i 20 
SUBROUTINE DERIF5(CL, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, OUT) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
COMPLEX CL(4,4,4,4,4,4) 
COMPLEX P1(4), P2(4), P3(4), P4(4), P5(4) 
COMPLEX OUT(4) 
DO 1 I=1,4 
OUT(I) =CMPLX(0. , 0. ) 
DO 1 J1=1,4 
DO 1 J2=1,4 
DO 1 J3=1,4 
DO 1 J4=1,4 
DO 1 J5=1,4 
QQ=P1(JI)*P2(J2)*P3(J3)*P4(J4)*P5(J5) 
OUT(I)=OUT(I)+CL(I, J1, J2, J3, J4, J5)*QQ 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CONDIC(PC, TETA, EIG, QV, QB, @1ER) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX(O, P, Q) 
REAL EIG(2), WK(4) 
COMPLEX QV(4), QB(4), QH(3) 
COMPLEX QVV(4,1), QBB(4,1), PC(4,4), PP(4,4) 
MER=O 
DO 1 I=1,4 
QVV(I, 1)=QV(I) 
DO 1 J=1,4 
PP(I, J)=PC(I, J) 
CALL F04ADF(PP, 4, QVV, 4,4,1, QBB, 4, WK, P'IER) 
IF(MER. NE. O)RETURN 
DO 2 I=1,2 
2 QH(I)=-QBB(I, 1)/CMPLX(EIG(I), 0. -TETA) 
QIi (3) =-QBB (3 , 1) *CMMMPLX (0 .,. 5/TETA) 
DO 3 J=1,4 
QB(J)=CNPLX(0., 0. ) 
DO 3 I=1,3 
3 QB(J)=QB(J)+QH(I)*PC(J, I) 
RETURN 
END 
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES: (A-iöI)QB = ((QV*a)c -QV) 
FOR QB, *d =O 
181 
r'AI N PROGRAM 
$RESET FREE SET AUTOF3IND RESET LINEINFO SET ERBLIST 
$BIND = FROM CATALOGO/=, *NAGF/=; 
$BIND DADOS FROM NEW/DADOS; 
COMflON/ZERO/AL, T, GK, GNA 
REAL ERIN(6), EROUT(6) 
INTEGER NIN(4), NOUT(4), FLAG (6) 
INDIC=1 
WRITE(6,10)INDIC 
DO 1 J=1,4 
WRITE(6,20)3 
CALL DADOS(ALO, ALI, TO, T1, GK, Gt1A, INDIC) 
DO 3 K=1,4 
FLAG(K)=0 
ERIN(K)=10. **FLOAT(-J-2) 
3 NIN(K)=J*5+15 
CALL NNACCI(ALO, AL1, TO, Tl, ERIN, EROUT, NIN, NOUT, FLAG) 
F" 7RITE(6,50)GK, GNA 
1.7RITE(6,100)ALO, ALI, AL 
WRITE(6,200)T0, T1, T 
TIRITE(6,300)(ERIN(K), K=1,4), (EROUT(K), K=1,4) 
67RITE(6,400) (NI17(K), K=1,4), (t? OUT(K), K=1,4) 
CALL ANTES(DAZ, DAL, DAZZ, DAZL, DALL, MEP) 
IF(MER. EQ. 0)GO TO 2 
WRITE (6,555)MER 
GO TO 1 
2 WRITE(6,600)DAZ, DAL, MER 
VIRITE(6,700)DAZZ, DAZL, DALL 
B=DAZL/SQRT(ABS(DAZZ*DALL)) 
IF(DAZZ*DALL. GT. O)GO TO 4 
IPS=-1 
GO TO 1 
4 IPS=1 
1 WRITE(6,800)B, IPS 
STOP 
10 FORMAT(1H1,5X, 'BATO/', I3) 
20 FORMAT(////I3, '-TH ATTEMPT') 
50 FORMAT(////5X, 'GK=', F6.1, ' GNA=', F6.1) 
100 FORf1AT(/3X, 'AL0', G16.8, ' AL1' , 016.8, ' AL', G16.8 ) 200 FORMAT(3X, 'TO', G16.8, ' T1', G16.8, ' T', G16.8) 
300 FORMAT(2X, 'ERROS', /2X, 'IN', 4(G20.10,3X), /2X, 'OUT', 4(G20.10,3X) 
400 FORl1AT(/2X, 'CONTADORES', /2X, 'IN', 4(3X, I5), /2X, 'OUT', 4(3X, I5)) 
500 FORE! AT(/2X, 'ERROR FLAGS', 3(4X, I5)) 
555 FORI. tAT(//2X, 'DANCOU TUDO NA SEGUNDA PARTE, MFR=', I4) 
600 FORT'AT(///, 2X, 'DAZ='G20.10,3X, 'DAL='G20.10,2OX, 'f4EP, =', I4) 700 FORMAT(/, 2X, 'P. AZZ=', G20.10,5X, 'DAZL='G20.10,5X, 'DALL='G20.1C 
800 FORMAT(/2X, 'B=', G20.10,5X, 'EPSILON=', I3) 
END 
isa 
SUBROUTINE DADOS(ALO, AL1, T0, T1, GK, GVA, IK) 
C* OBJECT CALLED NEW/DADOS 
IF(IK. E(L. 10)GO TO 10 
IF(IK. EQ. 9)GO TO 9 
IF(I}:. EQ. 0)GO TO 8 
IF(IK. EO. 7)GO TO 7 
IF(IK. EQ. 6)GO TO 6 
IF(IK. EQ. 5)GO TO 5 
IF(IK. EQ. 4)GO TO 4 
IF(IK. EQ. 3)GO TO 3 
IF(IK. EO. 2)GO TO 2 
1 ALO=-14.1 
AL1=-13.7 
TO=12.8 
T1=13.1 
GNA=85. 
GO TO 1000 
2 ALO=-14.8 
AL1=-14.5 
TO=18. 
T1=18.3 
GNA=90. 
GO TO 1000 
3 ALO=-15.2 
AL1=-15. 
TO=21. 
T1=21.5 
G11A= 95. 
GO TO 1000 
4 ALO=-15.5 
AL1=-15.3 
TO=23. 
T1=23.5 
GUJA=100. 
GO TO 1000 
5 ALO=-15.8 
AL1=-15.65 
TO=24.8 
T1=25.3 
GPJA=10 5. 
GO TO 1000 
6 ALO=-16.1 
AL1=-15.8 
T0=26.3 
T1=26.7 
Gi1A=110. 
GO TO 1000 
iS3 
7 ALO=-16.4 
AL1=-16. 
TO=27.6 
T1=27.9 
GNA=115. 
GO TO 1000 
8 ALO=-16.4 
AL1=-16.2 
TO=28.7 
T1=29. 
GNA=120. 
GO TO 1000 
9 ALO=-16.5 
AL1=-16.3 
T0=29.7 
T1=30. 
GNA=125. 
GO TO 1000 
10 ALO=-16.7 
ALI=-16.5 
TO=30.5 
T1=30.8 
GNA=130. 
1000 GK=36. 
RETURN 
END 
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